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INTRODUCTION

WHY THIS BOOK?

In developing a course; the teacher strives to
identify goals that are appropriate to the learner,
to select an effective sequence for presentations,
and to make numerous other detisionS that wil.
result in a high-quality learning experience. These
preliminary steps are essential but are of little value
if a variety of interesting, relevant, and efficient
teaching/learning (T/L) techniques are not used in
the daily lessons. To improve education, teachers
must improve daily lessons. Large budgets, modern
buildings; and better trained teachers, although
important; contribute little to the education of
youth until effective daily lessons are conducted.

Lesson Planning for Meaningful Variety in
Teaching was written to help teachers improve the
effectiveness of daily lessons.. The effort expended
to write this book was motivated by the belief that
conducting a variety of interesting and effective
lessons is a learnable and valuable skill for all in-
terested teachers.

Providing variety in teaching is relatively easy.
All the teacher must do is to accumulate the
knowledge and skill necessary to implement a wide
range of T/L techniques and then to use the tech-
niques randomly: Meaningful variety is maximized
only when two sets of conditions occur; First; the
teacher must be familiar with the learner; objec-
tives, school environment, many T/1.. techniques,
guidelines for selecting T/L techniques, and ways
of varying the classroom environment. Second, the
teacher must be flexible enough to use such
knowledge and skill to respond to the multitude of
complexities that occur throughout the school day.

WHAT IS MEANINGFUL VARIETY?

Meaningful variety is a. phenomenqn that can
be deScribed by using a continuum. At one end no
variety is used; at the other end the inaximum
meaningful variety is provided. Most teachers prob-
ably function somewhere in between the two ex-
tremes. Six descriptions of teaching behavior are
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given to illustrate different levels of the use of
meaningful variety. Figure 1 is included to assist in
visualizing the concept.

No
variety

A

Maximum
meaningful

variety

D

Figure L
MEANINGFUL VARIETY SCALE

The teacher who enters the classroom everyday
when the bell rings, reads the lecture, stops when
the bell rings at the end of the period, and then
leaves the room would be placed at location "A"
on the continuum.

The teacher who is similar to "A" but who uses
stimulus variation in the lecture by moving about
the room, shifting sensory channels, employing
pauses; gestures; and voice intonations would fit
into position "B."

By randomly varying T/L techniques, teacher
"C" adds variety to classroom activities which may
possibly result in an increased level of interest and
effectiveness simply because of the reduced monot-
ony and because the "shotgun" approach increases
the probability of matching'In effective TIE tech-
nique with the learning styles of a number of
Students.

In the next case, te_Aier "D" uses a variety of
T/L techniques but matches them with the in-
tended instructional outcomes. This teacher pro-
vide5 variety with greater meaning by applying
another generally accepted principle of learning:
We learn what we do:

Teacher "E" provides more meaningful variety
because T/L techniques-are matched with students'
preferred learning styles (e.g., reading; listening; or
doing) as well as with the intended instructional
outcomes. As more and more conditions of learn-
ing are considered, the more meaningful the variety
and the more effective the instruction.
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Finally, teacher "F" provides an opportunity
for students to select the objectives and-the appro-
priate learning strategies to_achieVe_them. At this
stage_ the variety of T/L techniques has the poten-
tial _for being the most meaningful of all the illus-
trations.

THE ANALOGY

In an effort to help you understand how to put
meaningful variety into your teaching, an analogy
is made between the performance of the successful
furniture builder and the performance of the
teacher. Materials used by the furniture builder
may be compared to the teacher's students and
course objectives.

Next; the drawings and written details used to
describe the specifications of a piece of furniture
may_ be compared to the performance objectives
used to specify instructional intent.

Third, the furnitUre builder's tools may be
compared to the teacher's T/L techniques. Where
furniture builders use saws, drills, and planers,
teachers use lectures. experiments, and discussions:

Quality furniture is seldom the result of hap-
hazard efforts randomly or impulsively expended.
It requires production planning that is directed
toward producing skillfully made pieces that match
the specifications. Teaching is similar._ Purposeful
planning is directed toward__ reaching the perform-
ance objectives that describe the intended _out-
comes of instruction. Lessons are the vehicle to
achieve objectives and lesson ptans are descriptions
Of that vehicle.

Selecting the right fools for use in a furniture-
making operation is essential if high-quality work is
to be produced in a reasonable length of time.
Seeding the best T/L techniques for the situation
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is equally important forteachers but_far more difff-
cult_than_selecting woodworking tools.

Finally, to produce furniture that meetsispeci7
fications and to do so efficiently requires efficient
working conditions. including decisionsas to the
person who specifies the product (builder or cus-
tomer) and the size of the work force to be em-
ployed to produce the piece of furniture; Similar
decisions concerning learning conditions need to be
made by teachers: for example; the person who
identifies the objectives (teacher or student); the
size of the work groups; and the kind of competi-
tive/cooperative environment to be established.
These arc some of the concerns of this book.

HOW TO USE THE BOOK

The best way to use this book is to read it from
beginning to end. "f hen. go back and review each
chapter in the context of a familiar-T /L situation:
The material on planning presentation; action; and
interaction techniques will be most useful if lessons
are planned and implemented using each tech-
nique. After competency is developed in the _use of
these techniques, attempt to implement a different
class organization; degree of teacher/s_tudent_domi:
mince, and goal_ structure. Be cautious, do ;tot
attempt to much at_once.

If you are familiar with any of the methods
given, scan them or pass over them entirely and
turn to those which may be unfamiliar. Read them
and apply their suggestions.

The secret of getting the most benefit frorn'this
book is to read it and adapt and apply the ideas to
a particular situation: Work with these ideas and
use them. The more you do so, the greater the
benerit to you and your students.



Purpose:

Objective:

Chapter L

WHY PUT MEANINGFUL VARIETY INTO LESSONS?
(Understanding the Materials)

Builders of fine furniture are familiar with the materials of the
trade. They; can inspect the materials closely. They know about
the characteristics of the materials and how they are affected by
environmental conditions. They know how to use the most appro-
priate tools and processes in forming= the product to the specifica=
tions. In each of the worker's decisions an effort is made to en-
hance the strong points and to minimize the weaknesses of the
materials. This chapter will help you to understand variations in
students and in instructional outcomes (the materials of educa-
tion). These materials are also affected by administrative condi-
tions that must be resp:Aided to if effective instruction is to occur.

When you have completed this chapter, yogi will -understand three
educational variables (i.e., learner characteristics; intended out-
comes; and administrative conditions) well enough to write or
state a rationale for putting meaningful variety into lesson plans.

The reasons for using a variety of classroom
activities are far more complex than simply trying
to entertain students. Teaching/learning (T/L)
techniques are educational tools that are selected
in response to conditions that affect learning. The
value of providing meaningful variety is fo'ind in
trying to match T/L,methodology with the inher-
ent variations_ that occur in students, the intended
outcomes from instruction; and the administrative
conditions that occur in schools.

STUDENT VARIABLES

Students must be the central focus in educa-
tion. Schools exist for them. Unless students learn
in schools; -there is no purpose for schools to exist
When students do not [earn; it may be because
they; rather than the subject matter; are misunder-
stood. One does not have to visit a classroom long
before discovering that within any group of stu-
dents there is great variation in individual educa-
tional, intellectual, emotional, social, and physical

charEcteristics. There is no typical student; each
one is a unique combination of many qualities.

I. Educational Characteristics

Variations in educational qaracteristics in-
elude differences in student achievement levels in

basic skills of reading, computing, writing, and
(WI 3r relevant areas of instruction.. Information
telatie to the educational characteristics of indi-
vichal students may be obtained by reviewing
records of significant experiences, course records,
administrative records, or preassessrnent instru-
ments, as well as by teacher observations, inter-
views, and assessments. When information about
each student's educational development is known,
instructional sequences, vocabulary, drill sessions,
projects, examples, and instructional materials are
more easily selected.

2. intellectual Characteristics

Essentially, intellectual characteristics may be
categorized into two areasvariations in learning
potential and in learning style.
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a. Learning Potential

Variations in learning pot r,tial involve the
rate; quantity; and leveis of objectives that stu-
dents have the ability to learn. These variables are
often measured with IQ tests and _other mental
aptitude measures: they may also be determined by

` teacher assessment and observation. Decisions rele-
vant to levels of expectations, pacing, kinds of
practice, and amounts of practice are based upon
this in- formation.

b. Learning Style

The effect -of-itarning styles on learning has
received a great deal of attention in recent years.
Unique to each student; learning styles consist of

,' the conditions under which the student prerers to
learn as well as the sensory modality_ preferred. The
conditions of learning include such variations as
fast paced/leisurely paced, quiet background/noisy
background, easy work/challenging work, indi-

_vidual activities/group activities, and formal class-
room structure/informal classroom structure.

The second consideration in learning styles is
the student's preferred learning mode. Most mate-
rial is It through the visual mode (seeing); the
auditory mode (hearing), and,,the action mode
(doing). After the teacher has identified the learn-
ing styles that are most successful with each sal-
dent, activities may be chosen and used to
strengthen the student's ability. When the student
has learned successfully with a particular style,,
alternate techniques may be introduced and tried
so that new styles may .be developed to correct
weaknesses. For example, a student who learns
well by doing may experience problems and waste
time trying to install a tape player and speakers in
an automobile without reading the instructions.
The. teacher can help,the student develop the learn-
ing-by-doing style, but ile'also provide encourage-
ment to read instructi first. The latter tech-
nique maybe faster and less risky.

3. Emotional and Social Characteristics

Emotional characteristics vary greatly from stu-
dent to student,. from day to day, and from hour
to hour. The most effective teacher will have the
greatest number of Ti'L techniques from which to

choose, the skill- in making good selections. andthe
flexibility to change techniques when particular
students experience_difficulty.

Perceptive -teachers can identify interest and
attitude clia_96-feristics by means of student confer-
ences andfnterviews, in-class and out-of-class disf-4.
citssions, pupil autobiographies; -questionnaires;
and values clarification activities. 'Because of, the
great diversity in anyiclassrodm groCip; the more
systematic the' teacher can be in obtaining perti-
nent informatibn and in respdnding to it; the
greater the possibility of success n helping the stu-
dent to _make. positive growt1 s a result-or involve-
menu in school activities.

Students "also vary in social growth in such
areas of interpersonal skills as cooperation, adapta-
bility, ,leadership, dependability, and initiative:
Sbciograms, ``guess-who" charts, social distance
charts, and perceptive obserVations are useful
sources of data on the social development orthe,
students in a classroom group:

4. Physical Characteristics

Finally; instruction can be more Meaningful" if
the selection of T/L techniques is responsive to the
physical characteristics of students. Some students
may have sensory handicaps in seeing, hearing and
perceptual-motor _skills. So-called" normal students
'may also vary in numerous waysin physical
speed, endurance, strength, reaction time, appear-
ance, size. and maturity, to list only a few:
Teaching/learning techniques should thereforbe
designed to help develop the necessary physical
characteristics and. utilize them in a positive man-
net-, without exceeding the student's capability.

When teachers are aware of these differences;
they can select appropriate approaches_ to intro-
duce; demonstrate, and practice physical develop-
ment skills. Many cognitive and affective behaviors
may also be reinforced by using the physical
"Doing" activities. With such techniques students
experience abstrzigt phenomena or confirm the
abstractions through more than one sense modal-
ity.

Obviously, the matching of student characteris,
tics and T/L techniques is difficult When it is done
well, however, instruction will be more effective.
Continuous efforts should therefore be Made to
find student strengths and to capitalize on them.
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INTENDED OUTCOMES

Intended outcomes, the planned behavioral
changes which result:from an organized module of
instruction, fall within. threedomainscognitive
(thinking), psychomotor (phySically doing), and
affective (feeling)_ to variou authors
descriptions of teaching are subdivided nto three
or more levels. In developing compete cies in any
of the three domains, stuaents s Id, in most
cases, ( I) receive information abot t tmyhe behavior,
(2) experience the behavior, and (3) piactice the
behaVior.-..Z.10 single technique is. adequate to com-
municate all three steps. Teachers must have a large
collection of T/L techniques from which to choose ,
and. considerable skill in selecting and using them
in order to effectively help students develop com-
petencies in_the various levels of the three domains.

ADMINISTRATIVE'CONDITIONS

Although the number and magnitude of admin-,
istrative variables differ fromday to day and from'
schoo' to school, in all schools teachers must com-
penSate for them (row time to time. These varia.:
tiles may include the following:

'Time of cis,

Class or school events preceding or follow-.
inglhe class
Size of class
Student responsibilities (family or work)
after school
Elective or required class,

All these factors must be considered in the
teacher's decision as to what will take place in the
classroom during class time.

SUMMARY

Students vary greatly. Their individual inter-
pretation of what occtirs in the classroom is deter-
Mined by many variables, including the _following:

Ability to assimilate new ;information with
what is already,,known

.11Intellectual -,capability to:receive the infor-
mation as it is presented
Inierest in the inforniation
Adaptability of the new information to the
physical development of the student.

The teacher's ability to perceptively analyze
the students in the. classroom will deterriiine, in a
lat'ge measure, the success of the instruction.
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Purpose:

Chapter 2.

DESCRIBING INSTRUCTIONAL INTENT
(Writing Speci4ications)

Some successful artisans create with materials with no visible prior
plan in mind. They let the variations in the material deterinine the
shape and character of the piece they build. There are also some
truly artistic teachers who do not appear to have an objective, but
who are able to successfully follow the students' interests;
thoughts, and abilities and guide them to achieve lofty heights:
Most succ'essful teachers, however, conduct TIE activities with
objectives clearly in mind. just as most skilled .designer/builders
work from sketches or drawings prepared by themselves or others-1
Work does not begin until all the details are clear to the builder_lt, I

is recommended _that the intent for each module of instruction be .
specified by performance. objectives which are clearly understood
and recorded before teaching begins. This chapter provides_ an
Opportunity to learn how, to analyze instructional intent and to
describe it in a performance objective.

Objective: When you have completed this chapter, you will understand it well
enough to enable you to
1. Analyze a cognitive,_ psychomotor, or affective behavior in

terms of domain and levels within the domain.
2. State an intended instructional outcome in a student-oriented

performance objective that includes the important conditions,
observable behavior, and level of performance:

WHAT ARE INTENDED OUTCOMES?

Intended: outcomes are planned cognitive,
lffective,_and psychomotor changes in a learner as
a result of instruction.

A good way to start is to identify some key
'words in the definition. Notice the inclusion of

Unexpected outcomes of instruction may
occur. Since- ,they are not planned it is hard to
control- their- occurrence; If they are positive out-
cOrnes, try to:have them occur again; if they are
negative; however; try to prevent them from hap-
pening a second, time,

Next in the definition are three kinds of mothfications:cOgnitive,
affective, and psychomotor.

The cognitive 'domain consists of the intellectual
responses made by' the learner. Such responses may

include estimating construction costs, writing essay
tests, and solving engineering problems in drafting:,
The affective- domain involves the attitudinal, emo-
tional, and valuing responses made by the learner,
usually classified as interests; attitudes; and appre-
ciations; The psychomotor domain consists of
physical responses made by the learner, as in the,
skilled use of tools and materials and in improved
performances in sports.

Figure 2 summarizes the levels within each
domain from lowest to highest. More detailed in-
formation, including examples for each domain
and sample action verbs to describe behaviors, may
be found in three works cited in the Selected Ref-
ererices (Bloom for the cognitive domain, Krath-
wohl for the affective domain, and Hauenstein for
the psychomotor domain).



Cognitive
Domain

I. Knowledge
2. Comprehension
3. Application
4. Analysis
5. Synthesis
6. Evaluation

Affective
Domain

1. Receiving
2. Responding
3. Valuing_
4: Organizing
5. Characterizing

Psychomotor
Domain

I. Perceiving
2. Imitating:
3; Manipulating
4: Performing
5. Perfecting

Figure 2.
LEVELS WITHIN DOMAINS OF TAXONOMIES

OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

The three domains and the levels within each
are easily understood. What may not be apparent is

a that a particular human behavior is not exclusively
a cognitive, affective, or psychomotoriunction but
a combination of all three domains. For example,
Safe and skillful operation of a machine lathe is
classified as a psychomotor performance but it in-
volves, among other things, cognitive knowledge
about what is safethe safety rules. Furthermore,
working safely and carefully goes beyond physical
ability and knowledge. It also includes an atti-
tudewill the operator do what is known to be
right and what can be performed physically?

The person who has a well-defined, consistent;
and clear value system is performing at the upper

tlevels of the affective domain. To achieve this level
of performance, both knowledge of the possible
consequences of the alternatives and the physical
ability to communicate with others are needed to
test the value system. The cognitive and the
psychomotor skills thus support the affective
behavior.

Even writing a paper and pencil essay test,
which is considered a cognitive process, requires
the physical movement of the pencil and the pos-
session of a cooperative attitude to complete the
test, thereby combining all three domains:

Clearly, then,' no domain operates alone: Even
so, there is an advantage in thinking of outcomes in
terms of being primarily in one dominant area;
Once the teacher is aware of the domain that is
dominant; it is easier to select the effective instruc-
tional technique to develop the intended outcome.
Psychomotor skills are efficiently learned from
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demonstrations and practice, less efficiently
learned from lectures and reading alone: Wien
attempting to develop positive attitudes toward
safety or a subject matter area, modeling and role-
playing are more effective than lecturing. But when
it comes to knowledge; particularly in the lower
levels in the taxonomy; lecture; programmed
instruction, and reading may very well be superior
-to demonstrations and role-playing.

In summary, the intended outcomes are the
"stuff' the student learnscognitive stuff such as
stating the ,safety margin for a jointer; psycho-
motor stuff such as the ability to joint a narrow
board on a jointer without getting a hand inside
the safety margin; affective stuff such as volun=
tarily practicing good safety habits while operating
potentially dangerous equipment.

I
SPECIFYING INTENDED OUTCOMES

For years teachers have been told to develop
objectives. Despite the attention given ohjectives in
the past, however, few teachers derived many
instructional dividends from express:ng their goals,
mainly becuase they were stated in terms too im-
precise to be effective. Since the early 1960s, a
development -of major significance has been under
way regarding the statement of instructional goals.
Educators have been urged since that time to
describe their objectives in terms of measurable
behavior. In the writer's view; this is one of the
most important advances in education in the
twentieth century and one which has _launched a
significant attack upon the problems of education.
Precise objectives are the basis of this book's point
of view.

It may be helpful, at this point, to clarify some
terminology. Several authors have made distinc-
tions between the terms- behavioral objectives, in-
structional objectives, performa nee objectives, spe-
cific objectives, and perhaps others. For present
purposes. no distinctions are made between these
terms;

The purpose of an instructional objective is to
communicate to students, teachers; and_ other
interested persons what the student may expect to
learn from a module of instruction. The statement
includeS a clear description of the observable.
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behavior, the conditions under which the behavior
will occur, and a measurable level of quality for the
performance.

Once the obseryable behavior is clearly defined;
it is easier to select T/L techniques that will be
successful in introducing students to the concept,
skill; or attitude; and to provide them with oppor-
tunities to practice the behavior.

When the conditions are clear, students and
teacher know what relevant references, time,
equipment, information, and materials will be
available in support of the students as they pro-
gress through the learning activities.

Finally, if the level of performance is stated,
students will know when an objective is accom-
plished or why it was not accomplished. Then the
teacher has a criterion that is useful in evaluating
and reporting student progress

Some distinctions need to be made between
objectives used to describe the intended outcomes
from different curricular levels. The four objectives
that follow are stated in performance terms, but
the degree of generality expressed in the condi-
tions; observable behavior, and level of perform-
ance varies. The following is an example of a pro-
gram objective.

indus-
trial

completing the program's required ndus-
trial arts courses, the student will be able to use
technical graphics to clearly communicate
shapes, sizes, quantities, qualities, conditions,
and conceptual information.

-Conditions:

-observable
Behavior:

Upon completing the required
industrial arts courses ...

. use technical graphics to
clearly communicate shapes,
sizes, quantities, qualities. con-
ditions, and conceptual infor-
mation . . .

-Level of
Performance: . . . clearly ...

In the following course objective each com-
ponent becomes more specific.

Upon completing the course in technical graph=
ics, the student will be able to make charts and
gaphs, isometric, orthographic, one- and two=

point perspectives, pattern and schematic
sketches that are accurate; complete; and
neatly done;

-Conditions: Upon completing the techni-
cal graphics course . . .

-Observable , . . make charts and_ graphs,
Behavior: isometfic, orthographic, one -

and two-point perspectives,
pattern and schematic sketches

Level of . accurate, complete, and
Performance: neatly done.

A unit objective describes a smaller segment -Nf
instruction and is even more precise, as in the fol-
lowing example.

Upon completing the unit on charts; graphs;
and diagrams, and when given quantitative and
conceptual information; the student will be
atsle to design and sketch a chart or graph to
communicate the quantitative data, and _a dia-
gram to communicate the conceptual informa-
tion that is efficient, legible, well proportioned,
and accurate.

From the previous examples, it should now be
possible to identify the components of the objec-
tive. Try to do so. Then check your attempt with
the following interpretation.

-Conditions: Upon completing the unit on
charts; graphs, and diagrams,
and when given quantitative
and conceptual information ...

-Observable . . . design and sketch a chart
Behavior: or graph to communicate the

quantitative data, and a did=
gram to communicate the con-
ceptual information

-Level of . . . efficient, legible, well pro-
Performance: portioned, and accurate.

Finally, the tesson is the most specific level for
which performance objectives are prepared. Try to
identify each component in the objective that
follows.



At the end of the lesson, and when given the
number of base hits made by a fictitious base-
ball player in each of ten games, as well as a
sheet of graph paper and a pencil, the student
will be able to design and sketch a line graph
that has the variable quantity and the fixed-
increment data on the correct axes, accuracy,
uniform and legible lettering, and correctly
spelled and capitalized words;

The following components should have been
indicated:

=Conditions: At the end of the lesson, and
when =given the number of
base hits made by a fictitious
baseball player in each of ten
games, as well as a sheet of
graph paper and a pencil ...
. . . design and sketch a line
graph
. . . has the variable quantity
and the fixed- increment data
on the correct -axes; accuracy;
uniform and legible lettering,
and correctly spelled and capi-
talized words:

Observable
Behavior:

Level of
Performance:

A review of these objectives demonstrates that
each of the components becomes more and more
specific as the module of instruction becomes more
and more specific.

If you are unskilled in writing performance
objectives; practice will be helpful. Use your sub-
ject matter area as a reference and try to write
objectives for each level program; course, unit,
and lesson.

An aid to writing performance objectives that
has proven successful for others and that may be
helpful is illustrated in Figure 3. The headings may
be duplicated on a 3 x 5 inch format and a number
of sheets bound into a note pad, of separate sheets
may be used.

By using each of the three areas given in the
aid, you are certain to include all components.
Each component may be changed, as necessary, re-
writing the entire objective. Some of the following
suggestions may also be of assistance:
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Conditions:

Observable Behavior:

Level of Performance:

Figure 3.
AID FOR WRITING PERFORMANCE

OBJECTIVES

Observable
Behaviors:

Level of
Performance:

Amount of time or space:
available equipment._materials
tools, and information: dead-
line dates or times: number
and kinds of available refer-
ences, if any.
Be sure that this component
describes something the stu-
dent does that can be seen:
Percentage correct; expected
number correct from the num-
ber possible; descriptions of
grammatical quality; plus or
minus accuracy of sizes or
computations; neatness; num-
ber of variables included in
answer of essay questions.
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When the objectives have been completed, they
should be carefully checked. Then a colleague may
be asked to review them. Look for the following
points:

Are the objectives clear and concise?
Are the objectives realistic for the grade
level?

Are the objectives attainable by instruc-
tion?
Are the objectives capable of being mea-
Sured?

Are the relevant conditions included?

Is the student behavior stated in observable
terms?

Is the level of performance Stated?

SUMMARY

Once the skill of specifying the intended out-
comes has been developed, it will be easierrto com-
municate the instructional intent of the module to
interested people. to select more appropriate T/L,
techniques, and to evaluate student progress as well
as the effectiveness of specific instruction.



Chapter 3.
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THE KINDS OF T/L TECHNIQUES
(Identifying the laols)

Purpose: Skilled woodworkers must be knowledgeable about and skilled in
the use of a wide variety of tools and machines. The .kind of
product that can be built is greatly limited if the woodworker is
able to use only a saw, a drill, and a planer. Teachers are also
limited when they can use only two or three TIE techniques in
their teaching. This chapter introduces a range of T/L techniques
that can be learned and used by skilled teachers to help students
achieve a wide range of gdals.

Objective: When you have completed this chapter, you will know enough
about T/L techniques to enable you to
I; Distinguish between the three categories of T/L techniques.
2. Find a detailed descriptiOn, planning guidelines, and examples

of recommended lesson plans using each technique.

Today's teachers have a multitude of T/L tech-
niques from which to choose. The techniques to be
discussed have been grouped into .three categor-
iespresentations, actions, and interactions. The
key distinction between the categories is the role
students play in the implementation of the T/L
techniques. In presentations, students are relatively
inactive or passive. In the action techniques, how-
ever, students are actively engaged in manipulating
ideas; materials, tools. In interaction tech-
niques; students are also active but, in this case,
they are active in interpersonal exchanges of ideas
and feelings,

These three categories were selected because of
their resemblance to the ways we interact with our
environment outside school. We learn in natural
conditions by .observing (listening, watching, and
feeling), by interacting with things (building, ex-
perimenting, and examining), or by interacting
with people (visiting, interviewing, and discussing).
Teaching/learning activities in school can utilize
these same modes of learning.

PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES

Presentation techniques are most often selected
to provide classroom management information

(e.g., descriptions of assignments; clean-up proced-
ures, policies, schedules of activities; rules for stu-
dent behavior) and subject matter information
(e.g., procedures for investigating a subject; facts;
guidelines, interpretations, generalizations, and
principles). Chapter 6 discusses the characteristics,
uses, planning procedures, and evaluation of these
techniques, including three types of lectures and
demonstrations, an audiovisual presentation, and a
field trip.

ACTION TECHNIQUES

Action techniques directly involve the learner
with ideas, materials, objects, and equipment. Stu=
dents experiment; construct, observe, and other-
wise manipulate their body and objects in an effortto

o Practice a skill; procedure; or process.
Observe phenomena in concrete form.
Understand an abstract principle in greater
depth.
Transfer a principle, skill, or process to a
new situation.
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Chapter 7 disco ;sits kiri, of projects; an
expercise; an _ex1 .. rirnent; and a guicted observation
technique; together with a :!esc:iption and an
example of each:

INTERACTION TIXFINIQUES

Interaction techniques capitalize on the human
desire to talk and share one's thoughts. Personal
interaction -is an activity in which two or more
people contribute and exchange their ideas. A
major advantage of these techniques is that stu-
dents and their ideas and efforts become the
resources and are thus major elements of the T/L
environment.

Ten interaction techniques are presented in
Chapter 8: questioning, discussions; buzz sessions,
brainstorming; seminars; interviewing; role - playing;
gaming; committees; and debates;

The outline that follows includes all the TIE
techniques to be discussed. Page numbers are given
where detailed descriptions of each technique may
be found. Sample lessons appear in the Appendix.

Technique

I. Presentation Techniques

Descrip-
tion

/8
A. Lectures 2'8

I. Formal (teacher) 28
2. Informal (teacher) 29
3. Guest 30

B. Demonstrations 30
I. Manipulative Skill 31
2. Physical Principle 31
3. Mechanical Device 32

C. Audiovisual Presentations
D. Field Trips or Tours

II. Action Techniques

32
33

35
A. Projects 36

I. Producer 37
2. Problem _Solving 37
3. Specific Skill Development 38

B. Expe-nnents 38
C. Exercises 39
D. Guided Observations 39

III. Interaction Techniques 41
A. Questioning 42
B. Discussions 43
C. Buzz Sessions 44
D. Brainstorming. 45
E. Seminars 46
F. Interviewing 47
G. Role,Playing 48
FL Gaming 49
I. Committees 50
J. Debates 51

SUMMARY

Teaching/learning techniques are the tools of
teaching To. teach creatively; multiple options
must be available to the teacher; The twenty-four
T/L techniques,;listed are discussed in detail in sub-
sequent chapters; There is much to !ear about
their use in more classroom situations. The better
your knowledge and understanding of these tools,
the more creative your teaching will be.
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Chapter 4;

PLANNING LESSONS
(Planning Production)

A piece of high-quality furniture does not just happen: Its produc-
tion is the result of an understanding of the specifications; of the
avaiability of materials and equipment; and of carefully made
production plans. This chapter provides guidelines and suggestions
for making lesson plans that lead to accomplishing instructional
objectives.

Objective: , When .you have completed this chapter, you will understand
enough about the elements of a lesson and a lesSOn plan form to
enable you to
I. Distinguish verbally and from memory in two or more ways

between a lesson and a lesson plan.
State verbally the three major components of a lesson and
include one illustration of each

3. State verbally six to eight elements normally found in a lesson
plan.

LESSON COMPONENTS

The outline and objectives provide the course
Skeleton, but the lessons are the flesh of instruc-
tion. A lesson is usually one or two days' learning
experiences related to one objective, and it is
managed by the teacher. The teacher may plan;
organize, and lead activities or may provide an
opportunity for learners to do much of the plan-
ning, organizing. and leading; Whoever conducts
the management functions is dependent upon such
variables as the teacher's philosophy of education,
the course objectives, the nature of the students,
student objectives, and the type of course. Regard-
less of who manages the activities,, lessons play a
key role in carrying out a module of instruction.

There are as many ways of describing lesson
components as there are authors writing about
them. The description selected here, which is a
synthesiS from several authors, includes three ele-
,ments that should be included in most, if not all;
lessons,

I. Orientation.

The orientation is designed to motivate the
learner to engage in the T/L activities. Three typi-
cal functions are the following:

a. Understanding the purpose

Students whill engage in activities if they feel
that what they are learning is of value, Several
techniques can be employed to achieve this feeling
of value;

One of the most used and probably the least
effective technique is exhortation: "You should
learn this material because it is good for you," or
"This information will be useful_ to you in later
life."1 I. the student values _the teacher'sopinion an
occasionaluse of exhortation may be effective. but
repeated use of the technique will result in little, if
any, motivational effect.

Extrinsic rewards such as grades, recognition,
or praise usually help to motivate students and are
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especially useful in prompting learners to make
initial responses. Generally such, techniques Should
be .used sparingly, however, because they usually
produce short-term results. Involvement in the
learning activity may stop when the rewards stop.

A. deductive approach is employed when the
teacher describes practical ways in which learners
can use the .understanding; skill; or attitude. This
technique not only helps students understand why
the objective is of value, it also helps the teacher
select activities to which students can relate more
closely.

_The intrinsic. approach is the most difficult but
probably the most effective- when used with
brighter_ or more mature learners. Tb implement
this technique questions or situations are devised
to stimulate curiosity about the principles, skills,
topics, or procedures to be learned. A question
such as "What do you think about ..1,:iving a
nuclear-powered generating plant built on the
south_ side of town ?" may be used to introduce a
unit or an activity_ dealing with the generation of
electricity using.nuclear energy:

. Any of the four techniques described can help
to answer the question "Why shotild I spend my
time doing what the teacher has planned?" This
function is best served when the purpose is stated
early in the instruction and is repeated periodically
thereafter.

b. Tie-in

A second function of the orientation is to clari-
fy how the new learning activities fit into the pre-
ceding or following experiences. This function is
especially necessary if the new activities appear to
be unrelated or if the past experiences were com-
plex and students are haVing difficulty sorting out
the essential understanding. Such sentences as
"Remember when we developed and sequenced the
manufacturing processes? We will now use that
sequence in designing our plant layout" should
help tie together class activities and orientate stu-
dents to the lesson.

c. Stating the aim

Several studies suggest that revealing the'objec-
tive or aim assists learners in reaching the objective.

Stating the aim helps students focus their energies
on tasks relevant to it.

2. Development

The development portion of the lesson includes
the implementation of the T/L technique(s) that
have been selected to help learners achieve the
objective. This is the time when the teacher leads
the activities and students carry them. out What
actually- occurs is as diverse as the teacher's
knowledge of T/L techniques and the teacher's
creativity in their implementation; -Although this
element is diverse, it should consist of two kinds of
activities: ( I ) the presentation by lectures, demon-
strations, audiovisuals, or field trips; and (2) the
application by exercises, discussions; group work,
projects, assignments, or other T/L techniques.

In the presentation portion of the lesson, two
kin& of_ iriforniation are conveyed._ Management
infOrmation acquaints students with procedures
concerning carrying_ out an activity, classroom or
school policies, and schedules for test days and
deadlines. Such communications are not directly
related to the subject matter but to the conduct of
school and class activities.

Subject matter- information is directly related
to the lesson objectives: It is conveyed when the
teacher or other presenter tells and/or shows stu-
dents about relevant principles, concepts; relation-
ships, facts; and feelings,

When a copitive objective is the focus of the
lesson, lectures of all kinds, demonstration's of
principles, and addioVisual presentations may be
used effectively. If a psychomotor objective is the
target, demonstrations and hbv=to aticlioviSu4I pre
sentations are often used In the czise of affective
objectives, presentatiOnS are often directecl toward
Setting the stage for an interaction activity. Rele=
vant information is thus provided before students
become._ involved in discussions,
games, interviews, or other interaction techniques..

The application portion of the lesson provides
students with an opportunity to practice or per-
form the behavior described in the . objective;
Application activities cover the range of action and
interaction techniques. If the objective is cognitive,
students may discuss a topic, play a drill same,
conduct an experiment, or become involved in one
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of many other techniques which help them to use
the new understanding.

Application activities that lead to achieving a
psychomotor objective may include a project, exer-
cise, or experiment. These T/L techniques offer the
student an occasion to practice the skill .demon=
Strated in the presentation portion of the leSson.

Activities designed to apply affective behaviors
might include role-playing and discussions. Role;
playing requires that the student act out the feel=
ingS of others; discussions can bring out the logical
consequnces of a variety of deciSions and points of
view.

3. Follow-up

Follow-up activities provide opportunities to
obtain closure on an idea by solidifying the con=
cept, building greater understanding or skill, and
transferring knowledge from classroom use to life
situations. They may include summaries, assign-
ments, and evaluations.

a. Summaries

The summary is -used sometimes during the
development of a lesson and should always occur
at the end. It pulls together the happenings in the
lesson and relates them to the objectives. Several
useful functions can be served by this follow -up
activity:

Summaries can help, students correlate data._
Folldwing an experiment with a variety of adhe=
sives, students can correlate the effect of heat,
moisture, and time with the strength of the joints.

The teacher can crystallize a concept in a sum-
mary following a diScussion on safety programs by
asking for illuStrationS of each component of the
program.

Use of the "springboard" Junction sets the
stage for future activities, as, for example, in a
social studies class, the statement:_ "Now that we
have reamed about several events that contributed
to the settling of the West, we can identify indi=
vidual projects that will help us understtind them
more fully:"

The summary is useful in developing transfer
knowledge. The following question will help stu-
dents 'apply to new situations what they have

learned about- _economics: "On the baSiS of what
rnewe have lead about, the concept of supply -and

demand in determining the cost of gasoline, how
would you explain the variations in' the prices of
produce in the supermarket?"

b. Assignments

As a follow-up activity, an assignment is
specific work to be done by the student outside of
class time for the next class meeting or a future
class. Assignments may be used to reinforce the
classroom TIE activity: When _studying pollution of
the environment; for example, students might visit
an industrial firm, interview an environmental engi-
neer, prepare a report on a company's efforts to
protect the environment, or do any one of a multi-
tude of other pertinent activities to reinforce what
has been learned in claSS.

Take-home projects like sculpturing, drawing,
and typing are. useful in pSychomotor skill develop-
ment activities. Written assignments and drill prob-
lems aid students in developing cognitive Skills.
Affective objectives at the lower levelS may be
developed by student interviews of people who
possess the attitudes that are the focus of inStruc=
tion. Higher level affective objectives may be
achieved when students try out new positive atti-
tudes in life situations.

A preparation assignment is one in which the
student acquires in a prescribed way or in a self-
directed way the knowledge needed for future use
in a discussion, debate, competitive game, or oral
report. Such assignments may be in the form of
reading, viewing a television program, or observing
specific audioviSual materials.

Evaluation

Evaluation activities may include specific ques-
tioning, short paper/pencil tests, = example problenfs
administered at the end of the- in addition
to teacher observation and_ of Student
performances and works, peer evaluation, and self=
evaluation. Through these methods, teachers can
determine whether or not to go forward with the
lesson; they can also identify students having diffi-
culty as well as specific areas where review may be
necessary.
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When lessons carry over to a second days eval-
uations may be used to asses the day's activities
and to set goals for the next day.

LESSON PLANS

The tangible product developed as a result of
specifying a lesson is the lesson plan. Lesson plans
are to the teacher what drawings, specifications;
and bills cf material are to the furniture builder.
They should be complete enough so that any quail-
lied person can teach from them. They should not
be too brief. They should include a systematic
form and all important components. There are sev-
ernl practical reasons for including certain details in
lesson plans.

Improvement of preparation. The lesson
plan provides a well-thoughtout, detailed
plan for conducting a class.
Economy of time. If a lesson is taught two
to four times a year details need not be
recalled each time With a plan, the infor-
mation is available and ready to be adapted
to the current situation;
Facilitation of improvement. If there is no
record of a previous lesson, it is difficult to
remember what occurred and to make
course improvements. The lesson plan can
help.
Ease in ordering supplies. The materials list
on the lesson plan facilitates requisitioning
equipment and materials.
Guide for substitute teacher. Lesson plans
enable the substitute teacher to carry on
the regular class activities. Without them,
the substitute may be able only to
"babysit."
Protection against liability. If. the teacher'
can offer proof that safety procedures are
taught in certain classes, it is more difficult
to show negligence on the teacher's part. A
lesson plan which includes safety content is
one way to help establish such proof.' For
example, science teachers would include
safety rules related to heating liquids in test

tubes. _Among the many possible precau-
tions that might be listed are the following:
heat the test_ tube evenly by keeping it
moving over the flame; point the test tube-
away from others; avoid breathing fumes;
and put the test tube in a holder.

Although_ the importance of lesson plans is
great; their format is not; Most authors include a
lesson title that describes what the student is to
learn. The observable behavior stated in the objec-
tiVeshould_ provide some direction for its selection.

The objective is an_ accurate description of
"what" the learner is to be able to do, ''how well"
it is to be done, and _under what conditions it is to
be done. The more clearly_ the teacher understands
the objective, the easier to select the T/L tech-
nique.

A list of equipment and materials needed by
teacher and students to carry, out the lesson is use-
ful in saving planning time, in reducing the chances
of forgetting an essential item, and in ordering
supplies for the future; The list should include each
item of equipment or material used by teacher and
students;

The specific entries in the content and _pro
cedures are descriptions of the teacher activities in
the lesson. The elements of orientation, develop-
ment, and follow -up described earlier_ should be
included,: The development consists of phrases in
outline form and in sequential order, descriptions
of all managerial_ instructions,_ and the subject.
matter content to be presented students.

The Appendix contains a lesson plan _format
that has been used successfully for several years._
This plan may be adopted or adapted, or another
may be selected that better tits individual needs or
preferences.

The following summary. outline may help to
crystallize the contents of this chapter.

A. Lesson Components

I. Orientation
a. Understanding the purpose

:-Exhortation
Extrinsic rewards

Deductive approach



Intrinsic approach
b. Tie-in
c. Stating the aim

2. Development
a. Presentation
b. Application

3. Follow-up
a. Summaries

Correlate data
Crystallize a concept

"Springboard"
Develop transfer knowledge

b. Assignments
c: Evaluations
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B. Lesson Plans

1; Title
1; Objective
3. Equipment

a. Teacher
b. Student

4. Materials
a. Teacher
b. Student

5. Content and Procedures
a. Orientation
b. Development
c. Follow-up

(1
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Chapter 5.

SELECTING T/L TECHNIQUES
(Choosing the Right Tool for the Job)

Purpose: In building fine furniture, the specifications call for a number of
changes to be made in the materialsawing, planing, drilling,
smoothing, shaping, and assembling, to mention only a few. One
tool or operation is not capable of making all these changeg (e.g.,
saws will not drill holes): As the woodworker must be able to
select the tool best suited to make the desired change in the mate-
rial; so the teacher must select the most efficient TIT technique io
facilitate the behavioral change specified in the objective.,In_teacl-
ing, no single technique is capable of producing all the changes
called for in a list of objectives. This chapter offers some guide-
lines to assist in the selection of the appropriate techniques.

Objective: When you have competed this chapter, you will better understand
the process so that you can use the guidelines to select appropriate
T/L techniques to achieve state objectives.

PLANNING LESSONS

There are iiiany techniques for presenting
information, transmitting skills; and deyeloping
attitudes. Since all are not equally effective in
reaching each instructional goal, it will be useful to
discuss the basis upon which intelligent choices
may be made. A word of caution is in order, how-
ever. Although schools and instructors have been in
existence for centuries and educational researchers
have been at work for decades, there is as yet no
scientifically based guide for making an accurate
Selection of appropriate instructional strategies%
Psychological research has, of course, provided
some insight. In this chapter, an attempt is made to
translate such infiarmation into usable guides for
the selection of instructional` procedures and mate-
rials:

Among the variables that influence lesson plan-
, rung are instructional objectives, techniques, ex-

ternal conditions, and selection guidelines. The
better each variable is understood, the greater the
probability of making sound tactical decisions.
Instructional objectives are discussed in Chapter 2;
techniques are described briefly in Chapter 3. Ex-
ternal conditions and selection guidelines are dis-
cussed here.

EXTERNAL CONDITIONS

The problems of external forces are so particu-
larized that little would be gained by studying
them out of context: Therefore, only a superficial

.coverage follows; Teachers must function in a con-
text which exerts a number of forces requiring a
compromise of the individual's best judgment;
Among the many inhibiting external forces are the
following: availability of personnel, funds, equip-
ment, time, instructional materials, and space. All
are complicated by existing administrative rules
and policies. Any one of these conditions can
produce devastating effects on the best of inten-
tions. Each must be considered in relation to the
particular situation:

SELECTION GUIDELINES

When writing about T/L techniques, authors
universally refrain from stating hard and fast rules
for teachers to follow in the selection process.
Most authors, however, do provide general guide-
lines based upon conventional wisdom, experience,
and/or research. Among the more helpful sugges-
tions are the following:



1. Match activities with the behavior specified in
the objective.

Thisprinciple is based on the assumption that
different objectives require different developments
and applications. The teacher's role is to provide
students with practice in perforining the action
described in the objective: The action, may be a
physical skill; a cognitive skill; a social skill; or an
-affective skill. By making a careful analysis; the
performance is identified and a matching T/L tech-
hique is selected;

a. Developing Skills

Developing skills involves acquiring greater ex-
pertness of performance. In this chapter the:-term is
broadly defined to include the psychomotor skills
common to industrial eduication; Music, art; and
physical education programs; the social skills of
leadership, cooperation, ,and group participation:
and the' cognitive skills of artalysi3, evaluation, and
synthesis.

Skill development lessons usually require two
conditions: (I) an explanation or a description of
the skill and (2) prActice of the skill. Neither ex-
planation nor practice is adequate by itself to
produce the desired result Both are necessary' to
assure the development of skills;

Excessive practice of any skill may lead to-
fatigue and possibly to a decrease in the level 01
performance. If the exercise is too difficult, frus-
tration and premature fatigue may occur. Spacing
practice at intervals is therefore advisable.

Because social activity involves personal inter-.
actions, the interaction,,techniques are most effec=
tive for developing social skills.

b. Developing Feelings. --...-

Attitudes are more easily revised by positive
activities. Affective -objectives usually require
setting up a 5ituation or a characterization toward
which students can react emotionally. Such tech-
niques as discussions and rote-playing give students
an opportunity to test and experience the behav-
iors stated in these objectives.
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2. Provide variety.

Even the most dedicated racing fans would tire
of watching "the greatest spectacle in racing," the
Indianapolis 500, every ,,day. Our senses soon tire
of a,;uniform stimulus. The human mind needs a
change of pace or it becomes bored. With the skill-
ful use of varied and interesting T/L techniques,
the probability of boredom setting in can be sig-
nificantly reduced.

3. Plan active student involvement (mental, physi-
cal, and personal).

Student activity is integral part of action
and interaction techniques. The student may be
passive when presentation techniques are used,
however, unless provisions are made for some sort
of involvement The following suggestions should
encourage students to tkcortie more active during
presentations and should reduce the tendency to
be uninvolved.

l'eep presentations short
Provide response forms to complete during
the presentation.
Ask students to contribute information
whenever possible,
Let students help in the presentation by
holding objects or performing tasks.
Let students assist in the demonstration of
a skill.

4. Provide feedback.

The kind; extent, and validity- of feedback
affect. present and subsequent learning. Valid feed-
back provides meaning and new direction to learn-
ing-. Evaluation of progress in reaching a goal
enhances learning.

5. Pr-ovule positive) mOdel.S.

Modeling is learning by Observing_ others iner-
form correctly. His especially preferred in teaching
physical skills; and it is owing in popularity in
developing. interpersonal communication skills.
Students achieve competencies more quickly if
models of desired behaviors (a skill or a product of
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student efforts) are supplied early in the instruc-
t tional process. Modeling requires that the student

(1) observe the correct behavior being performed,
(2) practice the behavior, and (3) receive intrinsic
and/or extrinsic rewards for performing the behav-
ior correctly.

6. Plan activities that are appropriate to student
readiness and needs.

'Students should have the educational; physical;
intellectual; and emotional development necessary
to participate in learning activities, Most important
of ail; they should be interested Jr. them; An intent
to learn is essential for purposeful learning.
-Attempt to match each activity to a basic student
need the need to be successful, to be recognized.
to be accepted. to be respected. or to be active.

. provide challenge.

The ability tc accept challenge varies grea0
between individuals and from one time to another.
within the individual. A student may accept high
risks in athletic activities but may prefer low-risk
cognitive activities; Whatever the preference , activi-

ties should be designed so that they are challenging:
enough to arouse student interest, yet not so chal-
lenging that they discourage it. Knowledge of the
student's level of confidence in each area of
interest is necessary if this guideline is to be
applied effectively.

. Match activities with learning styles.

Those who read well should be given the
opportunity to..use that _mode; just as the "listen-
ers" and "doers" should be provided the oppor-
tunity to capitalize. on the strengths; Attempts to
help students. build skill in Using_ learning. styles
that they have not .yet fully developed should not
be entirely rejected: Students who are unable to
learn effectively by any one of the modalities are

,somewhat handicapped, and attempts should be
made to correct these handicaps.

9. Involve students in realia.

Let _students observe; handle; inspect. _and
-otherwise_ experience actual objects. Let thern
assist in demonstrations,_ using models and actual
objects while demonstrations are being conducted.

10:PA'it'ide activities with several levels of -acorn,-
pli sh t.

An activity which accommodates a wide varie-
ty of. abilities at different levels will make success
possible for a larger number of students than one
with rigid standards.

_ Figure 4 is presented only as a summary of
these selection_ guidelines and as a means of con7
trasting. in _a visual format, the limited potential of
some popular T/1.... techniques and the flexibility of
others. It should not be interpreted as the final
word on the use of these techniques to achieve a
particular objective.
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TEACHING/LEARNING TECHNIQUE SELECTION GUIDE
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*An explanation of the potential use of these T/L techniques included in chapters 6,
7, and 8 describds their planning, impGientation, and evaluation;
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Chapter 6.

PLANNING PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES
(Using Presentation Tools)

Purpose: As saws are to furniture builders, so presentations are to teachers.
Every part of a piece of furniture must first be cut to size with a
saw before any other operations are performed. Similarly, presen-
tations are used to introduce, to provide background information,
and to direct student activities before application activities are
started.

Objective: After selecting a presentation technique; you will be able to plan
the technique well enough so that a knowledgeable person can <
implement the lesSon using your lesson plan.

Presentation techniques have dominated the
teaching scheme for hundreds of years. Many
believe that they are overused in the classroom and
over emphasized in teacher preparation programs.
When simple guidelines are followed, however, pre-
sentation techniques are efficient in presenting
management and subject matter information in a
consistent; organized manner.

The specific techniques included in this chapter
are formal, informal; and guest lectures; demon-
strations of manipulatiiie skills, physical principles;
and mechanicaLdevices; audiovisual presentations;
and field trips. Explanations of each technique will
cover the following points:

1. Bnef description
2. Recommended application
3. Planning procedure
4. Implementation recommendations
5. Evaluation

LECTURES

Lectures are exciting learning techniques if
they are well planned and skillfully delivered. To
be effective, the lecturer must commit sufficient
time to organize and adapt the topic to the audi-
ence and to rehearse and polish the delivery. Since
this kind of preparation requires a great deal of
time, the number of skillfully done formal lectures
may be small. Most teachers prefer the informal

lecture in which students participate and which
therefore has the advantage of being more interest-
ing to students.

If either of these forms of the lecture is supple-
mented with visuals and objects, it is called an
illustrated lecture. When accompanied by a demon-
stration, it is a lecture-demonstration.

I. Formal Lecture

A formal lecture is an oral exposition of facts,
principles; procedures; feelings; or directions by
the teacher. It is a strong; versatile; and efficient
way of bringing the lecturer's views immediately
into focus. Further; essential factual material not
found-in the reading can be presented vividly by a
Skillful lecturer. Effective utilization is the key to
the lecture's success, as with all T/L techniques,

In PLANNING the formal lecture, the follow=
ing guidelines may be of assistance.

Phase I. Planning the Topic

Choose the topic.
Explore the topic in your own mind.
Determine the point of view.

o Differentiate between fact and opinion.
Research the topic in standard refer-
ences.

Develop a perspective on the topic.



Phase IL Planning the Implementation

Select effective terms and expressions.
Determine the length.
Establish the depth.
Select illustrations and examples.
Redo the degree of abstraction with
visuals, dramatizations, and demonstra-
tions.
Plan for audience participation (struc-
ture note taking or problems to solve).

The following approaches to organizing formal
lectures may also be helpful.

"Little Method" Format

Although the "Little Method" developed by
St. Vincent was designed to teach moral behavior,
it has wide application for educators It is effective
for communicating topics which coliSiSt of-terms,
places; methods, or processes that can be described
and explained: It is the responsibility of the
lecturer to devise the packaging of the concept into
a form that students will enjoy:

A simple, direct, and straightforward presenta-
tion, the "Little Method- format has three com-
ponents:

( I) A description of the characteristics of the
topic-what is being studied

(2) The motivation for the audience to become
involved in learning about the topic -why
the topic is being studied

(3) An explanation of the topic-how one can
learn about the topic or put the idea into
practice:

17. Parable Format

In the parable format the lecturer introduces
new and different concept by comparing it to one
that is familiar to the audience. The comparison of
the skilled furniture builder and the creative
teacher is an example of this application.

The parable is highly flexible. It is effective
from kindergarten through adulthood and can be
motivating if the new concept is compared to
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something that is familiar and valued by the
learner. This format consists of three parts:

(1) The statement of the analogy compares the
new concept to the familiar one (creative
teaching is like building fine furniture) or
points out the relevant and comparable
po ints (material-students and content,
specifications-objectives, etc.):

(2) In the core of the lecture; the details of the
known concept are used to explain and give
meaning to the details of the new topic.

(3) As the analogy is closed, conclusions are
drawn. When the student understands the
analogy, the learning has occurred.

2. Informal Lecture

The informal lecture may be patterned after
the formal lecture format. The rigidity of the for-
mal lecture is reduced, however; because there are
opportunities for students to interject ideas; to ask
questions, and to provide examples from their own
experiences during the informal lecture.

Informal lectures maybe used to provide back-
ground information on a topic or content area, to
introduce a major unit, to carry the main load of
information for a unit, to summanze a segment of
instruction, or to stimulate a person to behave in a
particular way. Regardless of the purpose, the
objeCtive for this technique should be clearly in
mind:

The following generalized format is suggested
for the informal lecture:

Define terms. Explain words, expressions,
and other new symbols necessary for an
understanding of the concepts.
Outline details. Break down the topic into
parts and subparts to its simplest and most
easily understood elements.
Summarize. Close the lecture by reviewing,
condensing, and repeating its principal
points.
Raise and answer questions. Allow students
an opportunity to ask questions, to clarify
misunderstandings; and to put the points of
the lecture into perspective with their own
life circumstances.
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FOR IMPLEMENTATION of the lecture, stu-
dents should be prepared in advance on the nature
and amount of freedom they will have for partici-
pation. Student interest will be maintained by the
use of stimulus variation which was discussed in
the Introduction. Teachers can facilitate student
learning and note taking by

Using a consistent outline to present
material.
Explaining the organization of the lecture.
Emphasizing the main ideas;
Restating and rephrasing complex points:
Using examples;
Using contextual clues (e.g., "There are
four ways of to introduce a list of
points).
Including some pauses to allow for note
taking.
Distributing note-taking aids.
Distributing problems related to the mate-
rial and asking students to listen for rele-
vant information to solve the problems;

Teachers can instruct their students in methods
of note takfrig by suggesting that they write down
only key phrases, use per-onal shorthand, and keep
notes neat so that recopying is unnecessary.

3. Guest Lecture

Teachers often have the option of making a
presentation themselves or of inviting someone else
to make a presentation; A lecture by a guest has
several advantagesutilizing expert knowledge or
skills; providing variety, and presenting an alterna-
tive point of viewall of which can enrich class
activities.

Procedures for the guest lecture usually include
the following:

.Orientation. Introduction of the speaker
With a description of the person's position,
experience, and special -qualifications; the
reason the person was asked; the topic to
be covered; and the follow-up procedures.
Development. Presentation by the speaker.

Follow-Up. Expressions of thanks to the
speaker, questions, discussion, and other
follow -up activities.

DEMONSTRATIONS

The demonstration is an example of teaching
by showing. This technique employs sight and
touch rather than hearing as the major means of
communication: Manipulative skills; physical prin-
ciples; and the working of mechanical devices are
often more effectively taught by demonstrations
than by other methods.

Although there seems to be no standard format
for the demonstration, most authors include simi-
lar components under one description or another.
These components are sometimes modified to
satisfy peculiarities of the concept to be learned or
the teaching situation. Most often included are the
following elements:

Orientation includes :the purpose, the objet=
tine, and/or the tie-in information
DevelopmentIvan the following subcom-
ponents:

Presentation consists of a preview, a de-
tailed presentation, and a review
Discussionclarifies misunderstanding, and
fills gaps

A pp lication includes reinforcing ques-
tions, practice; and/or other imitation
activities carried on by one or more stu-
dents

Pbllow-up=an assignment that encourages
higher skill development. the transfer of learn-
ing, a broader understanding of the concept,
and /or a clearer,, more detailed comprehension
of the concept.

The following procedure will be helpful in
PLANNING demonstrations:

identify the relevant skill, concept, or
mechanism;
Outline key points such as procedural steps
of a manipulative skill, relevant variables in
a physical principle, or the parts and their



relationship to each other in the mechani-
cal device.

Rehearse by _testing equipment and work-
ing through the demonstration.

As in all T/L techniques, the IMPLEMENTA-
TION of the demonstration is crucial to its success.
The following list of guidelines can contribute to
this success:

Have tools; equipment; and visuals available
and in good condition.
Arrange students so that all can see the
demonstration.
Model correct, accurate, and safe work
habits.
Demonstrate one procedure at a time.
Present only essential information and
theory.
Use visuals for things that are not fully
visible:

ALWAYS have an application activity fol-
lowing the demonstration:
Time the demonstration so that it is given
when:students are ready to use the skill,
principle, or knowledge.

Because timing is so important and so often
ignored, special attention shonld be_given this idea:
Give the demonstration wizen students are ready.
In principle, this suggestion sounds fine, but in
practice it may be necessary to give the demon-
stration to the group when a few advanced
students are ready and then review it later for the
slower ones. An alternative would be to divide the
group, giving separate demonstrationsfirst to the
faster students and at a later date to the slower
ones,

EVALUATION may be accomplished by in-
formal observations to find answers to the follow-
ing questions:

Were the purpose, objective, and/or tie-in
. Clear?

Were all materials ready?
Could all students see?
Were safety precautions observed?
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Were students directly involved in the
demonstration?
Was the timing right?
Did the demonstration work?
Were stifficient visuals available?

Could _students perform the task; explain
the principle, or describe the mechanism
after the demonstration was over?

I. Manipulative Skill Demonstration

Probably no other technique. is more often
used than the demonstration in teaching manipula7
tive skills: The technique capitalizes on the visual
sense; the sense that receives the greatest amount
of information and is the most difficult to turn off
or distract

When preparing kir a demonstration of a
manipulative skill; carefully analyze the procedure
and list each procedural step in order: Identify
related information, making certain to include
safety precautions, safety margins; and necessary
safety equipment. Interweave relevant informatidn,
but be aware of the amount of time to be used for
the demonstration.

The initial "showing" step can be expected to
develop only knowledge about a manipulative skill
(the perceiving level in the psychomotor domain).
Such knowledge should include the following
elements:

Steps
Purpose for each step
Relationship of each step in the sequence
Physical motion necessary to perform the
task
Skilled person performing the skill cor-
rectly in a work situation, if possible:

Higher_ skill levels can be developed only with
practice. Well-selected follow-up activities or pro-
jects are essential when high-level performance is
the goal.

2. Physical Principle Demonstration

Physical principles are commonly demon=
strated in the sciences. Simple machines, current
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flow, and the effects of sound and light can all be
demonstrated in physics classes, for example. In
most courses the understanding of the principle as
Well as the application are emphasized. Therefore,
demonstrations of principles a._ often accompa-
nied by manipulative activities which apply the
principles.

In planning such a demonstration; first care-
fully analyze the resources describing the principle.
They may be used to identify the contributing
factors and the roles they play in the principle. In
the case of black surfaces absorbing more radiated
heat than white surfaces, for instance, the color of
the surfaces and the amount of radiant heat are the
variables.

Next, deSign T/L activities which make it
possible for the student to experience the variables.
To carry forward the example, cut two identical
pieces of sheet metal, painting one black and one
white. Place them in a sunny window for ten
minutes. Then ask a student to feel the pieces of
metal and report to the class which feels warmer
than the other.

Finally; identify activities in which the prin-
ciple is applied. For example, students may design
simple solar collectors for homes and test their
efficiency.

3. MechaniCal Device Demonstration

USing only written or spoken words to describe
the working of anything but the simplest mechani-
cal device is at best difficult. A demonstration that
includes the manipulation of the actual object, a
cutaway or scaled model; and pictures or drawings
of invisible parts is a more successful approach.

In demonstrations of mechanical devices, the
aim is to make clear to learners the function of
each part and the relationship of the parts to each
other. In planning such a demonstration, analyze
thoroughly the parts of the mechanism and their
relation to each other. Organize the demonstration
in the most logical manner.

There are several ways to make the presenta-
tion, but the following procedure is quite com-
mon:

1) Orientation
(a) Purpose, tie-in, and/or objective

2) Development
(a) Presentation

Parts
Function of parts
Relationship of parts

(b) Application
Drill exercise
Use of device

3) Follow-up
(a) Questions
(b) Explanation by students
(c) Project requiring use of device

AUDIOVISUAL PRESENTATIONS

Audiovisual (AV) materials are used exten-
sively and effectively in individualized instruction
systems. In this book, however, their use will be
limited to classroom groups. FilmStrips, recordings,
motion pictures, slide series, video programs, or
coMbinations are grouped together here because
the procedure for using each format is the same.

Audiovisual presentations consist of a set
Sequence of still or motion pictures; an audio
narration, or a combination of both that is
presented to the learner. Rather than, being the
message carrier in this T/L technique; the teacher
arranges for the operation or manipulation of the
carrier and is primarily responsible for preparing
the group for the presentation and for planning the
application experiences,

:Presentations employing AV materials can
bring sights and sounds to the classroom that are
otherwise unavailablesights and sounds that are
too small, too large, too expensive, too perishable,
too soft, too_ far away, too fast, too slow, too old,
or too rare. Learners can also benefit from how-to
leSSonS which may be preSented effectively and
consistently through the use of this medium.
Finally, materials that show positive performance
models of manipulative skills and interpersonal
communication skills can assist teaching in these
areas: Familiarity with. AV materials and the
careful planning of their use can increase the
quality and diversity of teaching without signifi=
cantly increasing the work load.

As in all T/L techniques, three phases are
involved in making AV presentations:
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PLANNING EVALUATION may be accomplished by
Identify potential materials through the use

.of AV catalogs and directories.
Select materials based upon the objectives
to be achieved.

Prepare to use the materials. Preview them
and read the teacher's guides. Take notes.
Enlist students' help in previewing. Stu-
dents may see things that are not apparent
to the teacher.
Plan lesson content and procedures relating
them to the purpose for use of the mate-
rials,student focus, and the method of
presenting the materials.

IMPLEMENTATION
Orientate students by stating reasons for
observing the AV material and What should
be gained from the presentation. Point out
new words or expressions, and provide a
response form which will actively involve
students during the presentation and assist
them in taking notes.
Development: Present the material. Even in
this stage learning may be increased by a
little creativity. If the content is complex
or is presented at a fast pace; a replay may
help students. Sometimes only a portion of
the material may be suitable. Important
points or corrections may be made during
the presentation by stopping or restarting
the particular item.

Application: Relate the content of the
material to the reality of the class topic,
Follow-up activities may reinforce learning
by providing opportunities for practice and
transfer related, to the AV presentation. (If
the film shows how to Strike an arc and run
a bead with an electric arc welder, for
example, students may be given exercises
to practice the skill. Industrial management
activities shown in a film may be trans--
(erred to the managenient of a student-
operated corporation.) Here again teacher
creativity is important.
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answering the following questions:
Did the AV presentation fit the objective?
Did the AV presentation help achieve the
objective?
How did students respond to the AV
presentation?
Were the application activities appropriate?
Was the presentation suitable to the age
group?

FIELD TRIPS

A field trip or tour is a carefully arranged visit
by a group to an object or place of interest for
firsthand observation and study. It may vary from
a short visit to a single location to an excursion
lasting several days and covering several states.
Mmitrips are trips taken within the school (a
communication class views the school's intercom-
mtinication system in the main office). Miditrips
are those taken within the immediate community
(a visit to a construction site across the street from
the school). Finally; inaxitrips are a day or more in
length and require transportation (a visit to the
historical monuments in Washington, D.C.).

Field trips serve six basic purposes:
I. As introductory_ experiences they serve to

develop a broad general understanding of
the topic to be studied. (Prior to studying
unit in "Communicating with Electronics,"
the class is taken to a radio or television
studio to see it in operation.)

2. Summary or review activities are used as
capstone experiences to crystallize and
verify a number of related units or con-
cepts that were presented earlier in the
course. (When nearing the end of an auto-
mobile maintenance course; the class is
taken to a large auto distributor's service
area to view procedures, practices; and
policies used in a commercial estab-
liShrrient.)

3. Interest is developed when a highly inter-
esting trip is selected. (One way to develop
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interest in the concept of automation is to
visit a modern bottling plan or bakery.)

4. Data 'collecting is possible by taking a
group of students to a location where they
may make observations and record them
for use in completing .a project. (Science
students visit streams to collect water, soil,
vegetat:on, and other biological specimens
to study in the classroom.)

5 Enrichment, variety, or challenge may be
provided with field trips. (Skill in reading
compasses and field instruments is tested
on an orienterring field trip.)

6. Broadened cultural experiences are enjoyed
by student visits to museums, art galleries,
theaters, concert halls, zoos, and the like.
(Both an art class and a social studies class
benefit from a visit to a special exhibit such
as the King Tut.)

To insure that the maximum benefit is gained
from the field trip, the following three functions
should be performed carefully:

PLANNING
Identify the variety of possibilities for field.
trips by reading school bulletins and an-
nouncements; newspapers and journals; by
asking colleagues for recommendations;
and by checking the yellow pages of the
telephone book. Then determine if and
when appropriate tours are given, the ages
and number of students who are accepted,
and any other relevant information.
Select the most appropriate trip from these
possibilities after considering school poli-
cies, objectives to be developed, time al-
lowed, transportation available, and other
school-oriented constraints.

Prepare for the field trip by making ar-
rangements for such details as transporta-
tion; food, rest periods, school clearance,
parental permission, supervision, and safety.
Also determine routes, schedules, and dress
codes. In addition, preparation includes the
development of student preparation and
response forms, and follow-up activities.

IMPLEMENTATION
(Note: Because of the possibility of serious
liability ramifications, all managerial details
relating to behayior, safety, routes, schedules,
supervision, and school clearance should be
attended to before implementation.)

Orientate students by making clear to them
why they are taking the field trip, what the
objectives are, and/or how the trip fits into
other classroom activities.
Develop the presentation by asking ques-
tions which ( I) bring observations in line
with the objectives, (2) assist in maintain-
ing schedules, and (3) encourage student
involvement. In ensuing discussions, help
students to apply what they have seen on
the trip and to synthesize their experiences
into their own frames of reference.
Follow up by asking students to prepare
reports or other appropriate materials in-
corporating their experiences. Provide some
questions or suggestions. If specimens or
data were collected; have students prepare
a bulletin board or report using these items.

EVALUATION
Can students answer the prepared ques-
tions?
Would other techniques have worked as
Well as the field trip?
Were there any unexpected problems relat-
ing to the briefing; guides; schedules, trip
conditions; or student .behavior?
Did the students' new learning and interest
balance out the costs in terms of time,
energy, and expenses?

SUMMARY

Presentations are the most commonly used of
T/L techniques, They are exciting anduseful when
properly planned and implemented. By following
the preceding suggestions and recommendations,
student motivation, interest, and learning may be
greatly faciliated.
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Chapter 7.

PLANNING ACTION TECHNIQUES
(Using Action Tools)
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Purpose: The furniture builder uses different operations and tools to plane,
drill, and smooth wood. Similarly, when teachers want to achieve
Objectives in different domains, different T/L techniques are
needed. This chapter introduces the action techniques which
provide students with an opportunity to apply and/or practice the,.
behaviors stated in the objectives.

Objective: After selecting the specific action technique to meet your
objective, you will be able to prepare a lesson' plan that describes
the use of the technique so that another knowledgeable person can
implement the lesson.

Action techniques directly involve the learner
With ideas, materials, objects, and equipment.
Individually or in small subgroups, students experi-
ment, construct, observe, and otherwiie manipu-
late things for a variety of purposes.

One of the most familiar uses of action
techniques is to provide students with opportuni-
ties to practice a skill, procedure, or process
described in the objective. In this case, the action
technique usually follows a presentation that de-
scribes or demonstrates the skill and it is used as an
application or a follow-up activity. Typing exer-
cises or dribbling a basketball are examples;

Action techniques are also used to develop and
understand a cognitive principle or concept. A
presentation may be followed by an experiment
verifying the principle or concept which is in-
tended to increase understanding. To illustrate, the
teacher may lecture on the concept of interchange-
able parts, followed by an experiment in which
two groups assemble the parts of ball point pens.
One group has the parts for twenty-five pens that
are alike; The other group has the parts for
twenty-five pens that are different. Comparing the
speed of the two groups in assembling the pens will
contribute to an understanding of the concept of
interchangeable parts.

Closely related to this use of action techniques
are the observation of phenomena and the transfer

of a principle, skill, or process to a new situation.
For example; the mechanical advantage. of pulleys
can be observed by conducting laboratory experi-
ments with apparatus set up in the classroom.
These principles can be transferred to everyday
situations by asking students to analyze the pulley
systems used in hoists in automobile garages to lift
heavy parts, or on farms to lift hay into barns and
to stretch fences.

Another use of action techniques is to develop
probkm-solving skills. Objectives directly related
to this use are often stated for many curriculum
areasindustrial arts, science, home economics,
and mathematic; for example. Stlident projects
are described as problems rather than objects to be
built and lead to action techniques which develop
problem-solving skills; An example might be a
situation in which students have to sit on metal
stools in the industrial arts laboratory. When the
st000ls are moved, they scrape and ring with an
irritating sound. The problem, then, is to reduce
the noise level rather than build cushioned feet for
the stools.

The kinds of action techniques to be discussed
include projects, exercises, experiments, and
guided observations. Three kinds of projects, one
exercise, one experiment, and one guide observa7
tion will be treated in detail with a description and
an example for each..
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PROJECTS

Projects; defined in a broad sense, include any
undertaking by an individual or group that results
in a . tangible product. The product may be a
written paper, a bulletin board, a photo essay, a
smooth- running engine, cr a sculpture, to name
only a few. Projects provide StUdentS with opportu-
nities to learn a technique, to practice a skill, to
illustrate a principle,. to solve a problem, or to
perform.creatiVely. They offer excellent opportuni-
ties for students to pursue personal interests and
goals and to learn ldng-range planning skills. With
this definition as a focus; several different types of
projects will be considered in detail.

Producer projects. This kind of project is
often selected when the objective is to
develop creative expression, to capitalize
on student interest, or to get students
Involved in productive effort. The materials
and final product have no bounds.
Consumer projects. These activities require
only passive student involvement. Observ-
ing workers in a work environment, visiting

f a retirement home, and attending a crafts
display are examples of such vicarious
!taming experiences.
froblem-solving- projects. Activities of thiS
type. have as their major thrust the purpoSe
of clearing up some technical or intellectual
question or difficulty; They are popular in
the sciences, in industrial education,_ and in
mathematics. The project is usually pre=
gede_d_ by a presentation and an exercise
involving the problem-solving procedure
The solution can .be displayed in many
wayswriting, speaking', singing, drawing.
Specific skill development projects _Skill in
this context involves a range of cognitive
and psychomotor abilities varying from the
lowest level to the highest level in each
domain; Writing skills can be developed by
having students complete term paper- rOj=
ects; stitchery skills can be achieVed by
having students complete Olio*/ covers or
similar. projects.

All types of projects have usefulness to the
educator. In the consumer project, however, the

Student is a passive observer. Since there is no
direct involvement in physical activity with mate-
rials or-equipment; this is not an action technique
and it will not be treated here. Procedures for
implementing such activities are quite_ similar, and
in some cases identical, to those used for field trips
which are discussed in Chapter 6.

A successful project activity involves teacher/
student cooperation to identify an area of mean-
ingful interest. If the project has no definite or
meaningful purpose, there is a distortion of the
technique which leads to a mere performance of a
task. Use of the technique should include the
following functions:

Orientation. Students must understand;
feel, and identify with the reasons for the
project.
Planning. Thorough planning is essential. In
preparation; the student uses a variety of .
resources and develops a variety of re=
searching skills. From this investigation, an
outline or plan is made and agreed upon.
Implementation. In this phase, the plan is
put into action. The better the plan, the
more direct and efficient the student activ-
ity.
Evaluation. At this time student and teach-
er judge the results of the project: Most
importantly, they assess what the learner
gained from the project. What new terms,
knowledge, skills, and feelings were
learned? How well were they learned?

In evaluating the success of the project as a T/L
technique, the teacher needs to be cognizant of
such considerations as the following:

.Was the emphasis placed on the, learning or
on competition for the largest, ;Lost expen-
sive project?
Were qualities of originality, cooperation,
persistence, and responsibility rewarded?
Was the major focus student growth or the
quality of the project?
Did the student understand the purpose of
the project?
Was the planning satisfactory?



Was the execution of the project possible
and efficient?

Producer Project

The producer project is the most flexible of all
project& It is very useful when the objective of the
lesson is broad and permits a wide range of
expression to demonstrate growth and when nu-
merous ways exist to develop relevant knowledge
and experience; When studying the concept of
mass transportation in 2000 A.D., for example;
several students may choose to iiiake a bulletin
board that communicates one dimension of the
problemAnother student may design and build a
model of a vehicle to be used in the futuristic
transportation system. Although the two projects
are diverse, both contribute to the understanding
of the concept. All that is necessary for the success
of this T/L technique is that the student chooe a
project related to the unit objective, that the
student identify with the project, and that the
project be feasible;

When PLANNING producer projects:
Be flexible;

Help students identify and plan their proj-
ects.

Be prepared to provide individual guidance
when necessary.

Have a variety of how -to materials avail=
able.

Give many individual presentations.

Help - students solve a wide variety
problems.

To IMPLEMENT this technique, orientate stu-
dents by

Communicating the importance of the con-
cept (individual transportation vehicles are
congesting our city streets; polluting our
air, and using up our resources).

Relating the instructional aim or objective
to the project (to develop greater under-
standing in selected areas -of the transpor-
tation dilemma by completing the project).
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In fact; if two students watch and interact with
each other as they work on separate undertakings,
both students will be involved in a consumer
project As noted earlier; one can learn by watch-
ing another engage in an activity:

To develop the lesson; background information
on the topic or concept is presented. In the
presentation, the scope of the topic is described; In.
the example of The transportation dilenima, stu-
dents are introduced to the magnitude of the
problem of transporting people and other resources
in and out of cities. That situation may then be
contrasted with the problems of congesting the
streets, depleting the resources,._ and polluting the
air._ The specifics may be verified by analyzing the
circumstances of the student's own city or a
nearby city; The application portion should pro-
vide such management information as timetables
and requirements;

The producer project is most often used as a
ibllowrup activity. Among the numerous possibil-
ities, the student may prepare a mobile, a display,
or a slide series to summarize the concept; design
and build a model; write a paper; or make a report

'to the class.
The EVALUATION of the producer project is

essentially the same as that of other projects
discussed earlier in this chapter.

1 Problem-Solving Project

The problem-solving project is similar to the
producer project inasmuch as problems needing
solutions will arise whenver the latter technique is
employed. The problem-solving project however;
is specifically designed to provide the student -with
an activity in which one or more of the problem-
solving approaches are learned and used.

In PLANNING the problem-solving project,
prepare yourself by becoming aware of and profi-
cient in the use of a variety of approaches. Then
develop presentations to describe the approaches
and examples to illustrate them. One difficulty in
preparing to use this kind of activity is that of
identifying and describing problems without imply-
ing solutions. ft the'teaCher implies the solution;
the activity is no longer a problem - solving project;

To IMPLEMENT the problem-solving tech-
nique, orientate students by providing.them with a
purpose for-the skill or learning that results from
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the activity. There may be a tie-in to .past or future
uses. In any case. it is essential to make the aim(s)
clear to students if the jgeatest benefit is to be
gained front the project.

When devaciping the lesson, present the prob-
lem=SOlvitig approach(es) students ate to employ, in
addition to the dimensions of the problem. The
background knowledge and skills, which may take
several days to develop, include identifying the
problem and alternatives, considering alternatives:
deciding on the solution, and implementing the
solution. In these background sessions, awareness
of fundamental concepts and application activities
will assist in developing an adequate level of
performance.

This type of project may be a one-day under-
taking desitmed as an application activity to de-
velop more _knowledge about a problem-solving
approach_ (selecting a _mode of transportation for a
trip); or it iiiay be a_ longer range activity designed
to develop high=level skills in seeking solutions to
complex problems (designing a mass transit system
for a city).

Follow-up activities may include evaluation (as
discussed earlier), student presentations to the
class, or exhibiting the project to persons outside
the classroom or school.

3; Specific Skill Development Project

_The_ specific skill _development or learning
project is used to provide students with an oppor-
tunity to practice specific _cognitive and psycho-
motor skills. It is probably one of the best
understood techniques used in industrial and voca-
tional education, music, art, and home economics
programs that emphasize skill developmenrOne of
the difficulties of its use is the selection of the
project: The task is much easier if the performance
levels in the psychomotor domain are understood.

For this technique teachers usually demon:
strate the skills needed and then have students
imitate the skill: The next level._ muniputation, is
achieved by letting students apply the skill to an
activity similar to the project to be _undertaken. At
higher_ levels of performance, students apply the
operation to diverse projects and finally vary the
operation procedures in acceptable ways or de-
velop new procedures. The specific learning project
is more adaptable to lower levels of performance.

To meet higher performance levels, the problem-
solving project or the producer project more
suitable.

PLAN Cie specific skill development project to
encompass the skill(s) that have been identified for
student mastery; Examples of this T/L technique
include: machined metal projects that are designed
to include specific operations and specified ;toler-
ances for a vocational education class, and making
slices of onion root tips for a biology
Students may be given the opportunity to _design
their own projects, however. if' they include pre-
vidusly identified or agreed=tipon operations.

. To IMPLEMENT this type Of project, orientate
the student by describing the, purpose and/or
objective. Present the description of a teacher-
designed activity, or work cooperatively with the
student to _design one. Make certain that teacher
and student agree upon the project specifications
and deadlines. Then; it is important to assist the
student when necessary; to meet these require-
ments:

EVALUATION is a matter of comparing the
project with the agreed-upon specifications. Speci-
fications that are not met should be carefully
reviewed to discern the particular problem.

EXPERIMENTS

Experiments are conducted for at least three
purposes: (I) to introduce students to the experi-
mental approach to collecting data: (2) to collect
data so that commonalities may be discoven.4
principles identified, or conclusions drawn; and
(3) to verify principles or conclusions.'

Two important guidelines to keep in mind
when selecting experiments are to make certain
that the principle or data is worth verifying or
collecting and that students are interested in the
topic.

In PLANNING the experiment:
Clarify the problem:
Specifically identify the data to be col-
lected and what is to be done with it
Organize the procedures.
Prepare the test equipment and supplies.
Use simple (but not crude) apparatus.



Test the apparatus:
Prepare any needed guide sheets:
Decide on the student grouping method.

. Identify and specify safety precautions

When IMPLEMENTING the experiment; orien-
tate students by describing its purpose; how it ties
into other activities, and the specific objectives to
be accomplished.

In the presentation :portion_ of the develop-
ment, describe the experimental procedures,. dis-
tribute guide sheets, caution students_ about safety,
establish. groups, and state ,,time_ limits. In the
application portion; students conduct the eXperi=
ment, collect and summarize data.

In the follow-up section of the lesson, students
report findings, draw coriclusionS; and apply the
conclusions.

EVALUATION is accomplished by referring to
the planning criteria to determine if they were met:
If the criteria were not met, corrections should be
made so that the technique will be more effective
when used again.

I

EXERCISES

Unlike projects, exercises involve the comple-
tion of a task rather than a tangible product.

/Exercises are especially adapted to the practice
and/or use 9f complex psychomotor and cognitive
skills. These complex behaviors are actually a
composite or several individual tasks. For example,
developing a roll of film involves the ability to use
a darkroom timer, to open a film cassette, to
remove the ex,:osed film, to load the film on the
developing tank reel, to adjust the temperature of
the chemicals, and to perform several other indivi-
thial tasks Iii teaching such a procedure, it is well
to provide opportunities for the student to re-
hearse handling film cassettes imdloading reels in
the light with a practice film before attempting the
entire task with exposed film in a darkroom or
changing bag.

When using this technique, it is recommended
that necessary equipment, partially prepared mate-
rials, and printed procedures be provided so that
students may work through the exercise with ease.
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The PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION, and
EVALUATION of exercises are similar to those
used in demonstrations of manipulative skills.
Detailed directions are provided in Chapter 6.

GUIDED OBSERVATIONS

Guided observations are most' often used when
topics are introduced. This activity is effective in
helping students become aware of the particular
characteristics of an object, _the parts of a device;
or other critical variations. For example, to teach
map reading, the topic. may be introduced by
explaining the different kinds of maps and their
general characteristics and purposes. Numbered
examples of each map may then be distributed "and
students asked toname the maps verbally, to write
the names in numbered blanks, or to match the
names with numbers on a response form.
chial creativity will prtwide numerous other ways
of using guided observations to 'help students
become aware of the important variations involved
in concepts.

ToPLAN a guided observation:
Become familiar with the topic.
Identify the specific characteristics of
which students should become aware.
Collect a comprehensive set of examples
that include. one or more illustrations of
each characteristic to be identified.
Plan the observation procedure.
Design the response f6rm:

Reproduce the response form, if necessary..
Decide hovt to provide feedback to .stu,-
den ts.

.

To IMPLEMENT the technique, simply orien-
tate students to the topic and to its value

Develop the topic by presenting subject natter
information op its scope and the important charac-
teristics of which students_ need to become aware.
Management information describing the pfocedure
to be used by students in observing phenomena, `in
making their responses, and in reporting their
responses is also included ig_the presentation.

In the follow-up, student responses are reported
and discussed_ .The discussion proviaes the feed-
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back ttiat helps to crystallize the learning. Finally;
a summary at the end of the session may facilitate
closure for students.

To EVALUATE the guided observations, ob='
`serve the following>

Adherence of students to procedures
Accuracy of student observations
Relevancy of examples to the character-
istics
AdeqUacY of time allotted for the activity
Willingness and enthusiasm of student par-
ticipation.

-

SUMMARY

_Students like to do things 'that interest them,
and they learn from such activities. Performance
objectives lead toward action techniques This is
especially true when student actiievement at the
higher levels in the domains of learning is the target
Of the instruction. When preparing objectives;
think "higher levels" and "student activity."
Knowledge and identification of_ student_interestS
will learl to action techniqueS which will become
more interesting and challengihg to both students
and teacher alike.
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Chapter 8:

PLANNING INTERACTION TECHNIQUES
(Using Interaction Tools)

Purpose: When furniture makers find a set of tools that make it possible to
convert once-wasted materials into profitable and attractive pieces,
they obtain the tools and learn to use them. Teachers have a set of
tools that with skillful use can convert excessive idle chatter into
exciting and informative exchanges of ideaS, These exchanges, or
interaction techniques, often result in positive grow_th in student
understanding, skillsrtnd attitudes. Ten of these T/L tools are
discusSed in this chapter.

Objective: After selecting the specific interaction technique to meet your
objective, you will be able to prepare a lesson plan that desdribs
the use of the technique so that another knowledgeable person can
implement the lesson.

Exchanging ideas through talking is as,natural
to young people as drinking soda. When the beii
rings to end a class period, the rate of speaking
increases sharply to a high pitch. In the hallways,
the exchange Of ideas may be referred to as
pandemonium; a madhouse; or some other, per-
haps more descriptive; term.

Interaction techniques are designed to capital-
ize on the human desire to talk and share ideas.
Personal interaction is an activity in which two or
more people are actively involved in exchanging
ideas. Therein lies one major advantage of these
techniques: Students become valued resources,
vital and n >sary elemrnts of the T/L environ7
ment. Their ideas' and efforts are received and
respected.

In this environment, the teacher plays an
important role; It is the teacher who creates groups
Of the appropriate size and with the necessary
SkillS, and who helps the groups identify attractive
and attainable goals. To achieve these- ends; the
teacher must be proficient in soliciting; under-
qanding,,and reacting to each student's responses;

Interaction techniques are , especially useful
when the day's activity centers around=

.Solving a problem in which a number of
diverse opinions will contribute to a split--
tion (identifying a way to raise funds fora
class field trip).

Responding to a problem that most stuz
dents will confront when they enter life
roles (reacting to. unearned criticism).

Making value judgments (driving within the
established speed limit).
Developing an understanding of and feeling
for another point of view (seeing both
labor and management views on wages: vs:
productivity-questions).
Helping members of the class share with
each other the results of their effortS and
seek assistance in solving individual prob..
lems (conducting a weekly or biweekly
seminar for students working on producer
projects).

Soliciting information from a specialist in
the field related to the unit of study
(interviewing a student's parenc who is a
doctor concerning certain health ques-
tions).

In PLANNING interaction techniques the three
lesson components are again, applicable. The
orientation introduces the learner to the lesson. In
the presentation part of the development, learners
are made aware of the background information and
procedures needed to participate in the interaction;
and in the application, the activity is actually

if
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implemented; Each interaction technique becomes
more effective when follow-up activities are pro-
videdincluding summaries, evaltiations, or assign-
ments.

Interaction techniques to be considered in the
following pages indude questioning, discussions,
buzz sessions, brainstorming, seminars, interview-,.ing, role-playing, gaming, committees, and debates.

QUESTIONING

Throughout life people use questions to gain
information. In teaching; questions are used exten-
sively in anOther wayto facilitate learning. The
first use of questions to facilitate learning is to
dirtNose student levels of achievement at the
beginning of a segment of instruction. When
utilized for this purpose questions are designed to
establish the experiential background and interest
of studentS.

The second use is to assess achievement at the
end of a segment of instruction. Such questions are
intended to evaluate each student's understanding
of facts and principles and the ability to apply
them.

Care should be taken in selecting the questions
for summaries and reviews; The type of question
may cue students to listen and learn the things
asked for. If facts are called for; they will attend to
and learn facts; If principles and applications of
principles are asked for, then they will concentrate
on that kind of learning.. Similar behavior may
occur in the case of test items.

The third'use of questions to facilitate learning
is to include them in the orientation of the lesson
to pro'Mote interest and motivation.

When a class is routinely begun by directly
Stating why the objective is important, how it will
be achieved, and huw it relates to other lessons,
Students may become bored rather than motivated;
Asking such questions as "What things are neces-
sary tc conduct a good experiment?" may provide
variety and int "rest not' offered by deductive
statements;

The fourth wit of questions to facilitate learn-
ing is to select queries that encourage studentS to
think more dePply on topics and challenge their
reasoning power.

The following four types of questions are
recommended.

Closed questions fall short of encouraging
or developing participation in classroom
discussion. They may be either an identifi-
cation question (What kind of bird is this?),
a selection question (Who was right; the
plaintiff or the defendant?), or a yes/no
question (Is the first step to problem
solving to get facts?).
Probing questions are designed to clarify
(What do you mean ...) to justify (Why?),
to refocus (to redirect "left field" answers),
to expand (Are there other thoughts on
this point?), and to reduce (Do you
agree?).
Divergent or open-ended questions require
the student to think into the future (What
will happen or what will it be like
when . ..?), to fantasize (What would you
do if you were marooned .. .?), or to guess
(What would happen if Congress ...?).
Evaluation questions require the student to
make judgments about facts (What is your
opinion of ...?).

When PLANNING to use thiS technique, pre=
pare the key questions_ around the majdr.points of
the lesson in advance, keeping in mind the follow-
ing general giiidelines:

Make questions clear and concise by using
words that are accurate, familiar, and re-
lated to the students' background.
Include questions that (a) require thought
and extended answers (use the words what;
why, how, summarize); (b) carry the lesson
torward (leading questions); and (c) vary in
their difficulty.

These qualities of good questions will assist in
reaching a greater number of students because
variations will be provided that may getter match
student learning styles and interests. Avoid ques-
tions that

Suggest their own answers (Who is buried
in Grant's tomb?).

1,2



Suggest a "right" answer (Why is walnut a
better wood than mahogany?).
Require studentS to guess the one right
answer from numerous possibilities (What
kind of wood is walnut?).
Are double questions (What is a carburetor
and what does it do?).
Are ambiguous (How does a car work?).

When IMPLEMENTING this technique, con-
sider the following suggestions:

Ask the question clearly and concisely.
Provide time for students to formulate
answers.
Call on Students by name.
Ask students to summarize partial answers
to questions.
Involve as many students as possible.
Reinforce good answers to question§.
Maintain a balance between calling on
volunteers and nonvolunteers.
Listen to all answers
Expect students to evaluate other students'
answers.-

Bright student§ can be a problem when using
this technique. Often they can and do answer all
questions. This_ willingness to answer, is rewarding
to the student, but if not controlled, it can alienate
the rest of the class. The following recommenda=
tions can help keep the entire class involved:

Let The bright student know you are aware
he/she wants to_ respond and then call on
someone else. This will reward the student
but prevent one member of the class from
dominating the group.
Use the probing technique called "loo_Ping
questions" which are designed to till in
information gaps that a brighter student
jumped when giving a very perceptive
answer.

EVALUATION Of the questton_ing technique is
straight-forward. During implementation, discern
when questions are stimulating, interesting, and
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productive; and if student responses are positive.
When the symptoms are negative, identify the
cause. Look first at the question; analyze each one
asked. Are they high-quality questions that avoided
the typical mistakes?Do they seem to meet the
quality standards stated earlier? If not, change
them. If so, try to analyze your question-asking
techniques. Were the guidelines followed? The
more objective you are; the more successful you
will be in identifying and improving your use of
this instructional method.

DISCUSSIONS

Discussions are _supervised conversations in
which informed students take an active role by
sharing their ideas 'about the topic_ under review.
This technique can contribute greatly tip_indivichial
development First of all, it is effective in expand--
ing the cognitive and affective dimensicing Of
students. When they prepare themselves on a topic
in a variety of ways and then come together to
discuss each person's point of view; students will
increase their understanding of the topic. Sec-
ondlY,_ When a group of people hold differing,
attitudes_ that may vary in clarity; a discussion
which aims at clarifying values can contribute-
greatly to developing maturity in the participants;

Thirdly, discussions are beneficial in determin-
ing the level of achievement and the attitudes held
by students in a particular.area.

__.____Finally, this technique has potential for helping
students acquire skill in participating in a free
exchange or ideas as contributing group members.
It affords them the opportunity to express f leas.
to share in a verbal interaction, and to work out a
logical presentation of points on a topic.

The discussion technique is most .useful when
the objectives are related to clarifying ideas and
Values and to problem solving. When well imple-
mented, the technique can result in social growth
as well as in learning.

In PLANNING for disCussions, be certainthat
The student has sufficient preparation or
environmental background to be an effi:
cient participant.



The classroom atmosphere is sufficiently
open to permit effective discussion to
occur.
The stating is flexible (circular seating is
recommended).
The topic is significant to the learner and is
sufficiently broad to permit a variety of
viewpoints;

The three-component lesson format described
earlier is applicable to this technique. It is reaf-
firmed, however, that variations in this format are
possible and are encouraged:

To IMPLEMENT the discussion, participants
must have background knowledge about the topic
or its related values in order to contribute to the
activity; The teacher's role is to guide the grOup to
discern the unifying princirile and to provide a
democratic classroom,atmosphere. A strict, formal,
and autocratic atmosphere is incompatible with
this activity.

When using the questioning technique de-
scribed earlier, the teacher is tie leader. Discus-
sions, hoi,vevef, may or may not be directed by a
leader, although some direction from a leader may
be used to guide the group thinking

The discussion lesson may be organized in the
folloWing manner. In the orientation a thought-
provoking- question should be asked:-In-an environ-
mental science class, for example, the- question
might be, "What considerations should be kept in
mind in developing a policy for protecting an
endangered species like the koala bear?"

In the presentation Section of the development,
provide students with an introduction to the
problem or topic and solicit their opinions, evalua-
tions, and suggeStionS. Assure them that their ideas
and opinions are valued and respected, even when
an idea is not popular. Communicate to students
the idea that a discussion is a way of seeking truth,
not a place to force individual ideas on others.

In the application section, provide purposeful
direction to students throughout the discussion.
This is an opportunity to glean each student's
points from the interaction and to clarify and unite
the ideas in the direction of the lesson's objective.
Above all, avoid working toward one right answer.
Every effort should be made to provide equal
opportunity for each participant to contribute so
that no one individual dominates the group.

The follow-up consists of a review of important
points revealed in the discussion. The summary or
conclusions can be stated by a student or the
teacher.

To EVALUATE the discussion, assess the
degree to which

Knowledge and attitudes were shared.
Students listened to and respected each
other.
There was equal participation.
Opinions were modified.
Issues were settled or problems solved.

BUZZ SESSIONS

In buzz sessions, the class is divided into small
discussion groups of from five to seven students for
the purpose of improving student involvement.
There are essentially two kinds of buzz sessions.
The first is a "planning" buzz session which
provides an opportunity for more students to
participate in the planning of a future class
activity. The objective of the session may be to
formulate questions for an interview with a guest
or to discover new areas of special interest to be
.considered as topics for future lessons: When the
technique is used in this way; students become
involved in the planning without speaking in front
of the entire group.

The second kind of buzz session is a "reaction"
activity following a major presentation. MemberS
of the subgroup discuss the problems, difficult
questions, or controversial issues presented earlier.

Although the purposes of the two kinds of
buii sessions_ differ greatly, the PLANNING is
similar. In both cases:

Provide flexible seating to faCilitate arrang-
ing chairs in a circular pattern.,
Identify leaders and brief them on their
duties (leaders are expected to get the
discussion going and to insure participation
from all members).
Identify recorders and brief them on their
duties (recorders make notes of contri-
butions, summarize them, and present the
summary to the entire class).



Pay attention to the timing of the activities
in order to allow time for group reports.

To IMPLEMENT a planning buzz session,
orientate the group by stating the objectives and
reasons for the session. Provide all available rele-
vant information about scheduling and the manage-
ment of the session in the briefing portion of the
development. Guard against giving information
that might restrict thinking. In the application
portion, identify the groups and ask them to begin
their discussions: Following the discussions, the
groups make their reports;

In the follow-up of the planning buzz session,
Students and /or, teacher prepare(s) the final plans
for implementing the future lesson.

If the buzz session is designed for the purpose
of providing an opportunity for more students to
react to a presentation, PLANNING is twofold.
First make plans for the presentation and then for
the buzz session itself. The only real difference in
the planning at this point is that the members of
the. subgroups will react to questions, problems, or
controversial issues found in the presentation.
Thereafter, the operation of the reaction buiz
session is similar to that of the planning buzz
session.

EVALUATION is a matter of determining if
the objectives for the session and the topic were
achieved. Ask yourself or the participants:

Did everyone who wished have an oppor-
tunity to participate in the session?
Were freSh ideas for future class topics
identified?

Did perceptive interpretations, points of
view, or solutions come from the session?
Were the timing and other logistics handled
well?

BRAINSTORMING

.When the quantity of Ideas is more desirable
than their quality, the brainstorming technique
may be used Brainstorming is a problem-solving
activity aimed at stimulating and generating ideas
and facilitating their expression. It is most useful in
finding solutions to problems that have few easy or
obvious solutions.
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Group members are asked to suggest as many
ideas as possible without the threat of censure or
evaluation. Uninhibited and "free-wheeling" solu-
tions are urged with little thought given their
practicality.

Successful brainstorming sessions are depen-
dent upon skillful PLANNING. The following
ieL,Immendations may be helpful:

Select topics that will elicit responses (How
can we transport goods and personnel into
our cities more efficiently?).
Form groups that eliminate unnecessary
interference with one another and are of an
effective size (from five to eighteen mem-
bers).

Assure that the method of recording re=
sponses is adequate to record all-individual
responses (tape recorder or one or more
secretaries).

Instruct group leader(s) to provide passive
leadership, to keep the group on the
subject, to stop criticism of responses, and
to enforce rules for the session.

To IMPLEMENT the technique, the folloWing
procedures and *content are suggested. Orientate
students with a statement of anticipated outcomes.
In the development portion, provide general rules
for use of the technique such as the following:

Make only positive statements;
Refrain from making judgments or evalua-
tions.

Encourage imagination.
Encourage additions to ideas.

Include in the intial presentation the statement
of the problem, after which allow thirty seconds of
thinking time_ for participants to organize their
thoughts: Then initiate the responding period:
During the session. all responses should be re-
corded by hand or electronically. Terminate the
session when the enthusiasm of the groups de-
creases, giving _a one-minute warning before hand:

In the application, ideas are synthesized by the
leader, secretary, and/or member§ of the group.
They are then discussed by the group in an effort
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to_ combine, evaluate, and/or select material for the
folloW-up activitieS.

Results of the brainstorming session are put
into action in the foltow-up activities. Students
may use the suggestions gained from the session as
possible projects in the form of written reports,
models, visuals, working prototypes, drawings of
solutions, and other tangible products.

The brainstorming technique is EVALUATED
by considering the number of ideas generated, the
number of students who participated, and the
number of negative responses made, as well as by
assessing the variety of ideas and the general
attitude of the students involved.

SEMINARS

ThiSfechniquewas developed to facilitate corn-
municatiOn and to coordinate the abilities of

theseveral individuals. A structured group, the seminar
Meets periodically or as the group deems necessary.
Asa community effort; it can contribute to the
goals of the group or of individuals by

Utilizing each individual's abilities to con:
tribute to the efforts of others.
Mutually reinforcing each participant's
efforts
Making the group more cohesive.
All6Wing students to develop skill in com-
municating at organized meetings.
Developing proficiency in critically anal-
yzing, challenging, and questioning the
ideas and procedures of others.

The seminar chairperson (either teacher or
student) is responsible for the PLANNING which
includes:

Preparing the agenda (and reproducing it, if

Controlling the operation of the seminar
IntrOducing guests, presenters; and items
on the agenda
Presiding over all -discussions
Making sure that items are kept within the
time schedule so that all are included.

Tape recorders; progress report cards, and name
cards contribute to the efficiency of the seminar.

When IMPLEMENTING a seminar, the main
orientation usually occurs several days in advance.
Students need to know the purpose of the seminar
and the benefits to be gained from the activity.
The effectiveness of this TEL technique as a means
of solving problemS and of learning from the
experiences of others should be explained. On the
day of the seminar, students may be reminded of
these benefits,

Conducting the seminar is the development
portion of the lesson. It is best to follow an agenda
which may include such items as the following:

I. Introductions
Guests
Presentations

Progress reports
3. Presentations
4. Discussion and/or questions

5. Individual problems
6. Closing comments

Visitors
Instructor's summation
Chairperson's formal conclusions

The follow-up portion may include a summary
of presentations, reports, and/or discussions. Stu-
dents who will be leading future seminars should
be reminded of their schedules.

A specific EVALUATION of the seminar may
be made by comparing the objective(s) with the
results. An informal observation by the teacher or
a diSctiggfcm- of the success of the seminar with
Students is useful. A more general evaluation of the
procedures may be made by answering the follow-
ing questions:

Were students prepared?
Was the agenda significant?
Were guests adequately briefed?
Did guests make useful contributions?
Were prowess reports organized and clear?
Were presentations well prepared, well pre-
sented, accurate, and complete?
Were discussions perceptive, well con-
ducted, and relevant?



INTERVIEWING

Interviewing is one of the communicative arts
used extensively in journalism and the broadcasting
industry. Students who learn to communicate
through this process enjoy many opportunities for
growth.

There are essentially two approaches for inter-
viewing specialists: the interviewer(s) may go to
the specialist or the specialist may come to the
school. If only one person is in need of informa-
tion, the student visits the specialist. Conversely, if
the entire group needs information, the specialist is
best invited to the school. The final decision and
arrangements are governed by the local condition
surrounding the situation.

Probably the three most useful characteristics
of the interview technique are its inherent mobil-
ity; its utilization of community talent, and its
availability to the learner seeking potential re-
sources outside the school;

The depth and quality of the information
gathered by the interviewer(s) are directly related
to the quality of the questions asked, the knowl-
edge of the person being interviewed, and the
curiosity. and motivation of the interviewer.

hiterviewing is both a process and content. As
a process, it is an effective method for learning, it
well used In order that the interview be successful,
the student must-learn several essential skills which
become part of the course content. Among these
skills are the following:

Selecting productive talent to interview
Preparing appropriate questions
Using a questioning strategy
Recording and reporting results.

It is evident, then, that the PLANNING for this
technique requires more than desk work for the
teacherit requires training sessions for the inter-
viewer.

In these sessions, students need to learn how
questions vary both kind and in quality; how to
prepare clear and co..,.ise questions that are rele-
vant to the objective of the interview; and how to
obtain factual information or extended answers
when necessary. (For more information on prepar-
ing questions, refer to the earlier discussion in this
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chapter.) Students will be able to gain more
information if they employ a strategy in organizing
their questions so that the interview moves for-
ward.

Through these training sessions, students may
learn to use a variety of recording methods as well
as duplicated question sheets with spaces for
responses to help collect and Store information and,
to prepare reports on the interview;

Once they learn how to identify or find out
about people with special talents through primary
and secondary contacts, students are no longer
limited to interviewing _friends or neighbors; Other
sources of potential talent may be found through
faculty recommendations, the yellow pages, and
other sources.

Another phase of planning involves teaching
students to use the telephone, to write letters of
appreciation, and to perform other tasks needed in
setting up and carrying out the interview. Thus it is
apparent that a good deal of preparation is
required before the interview itself:

Several presentation and action techniques are
useful in helping students acquire the knowledge
portion of the skills just decribed. The skill of
interacting productively and confidently, however,
is not taught effectively by presentation tech-
niques. By video or audiotaping role-playing ses-
sions of a sample interview and replaying them,
students may be provided with complete and
accurate feedback on their performances.

When interviewing a visiting specialist at the
school, the teacher or students (individually or as a
committee) may be responsible for the activities.
Much of the detailed planning is the same as that
for the guest lecture technique described in Chap-
ter 6.

IMPLEMENTING the interview technique is
rather simple if the learner visits the specialist: A
more formal approach is needed when the special- =

ist comes to the school.
Orientate the goup by stating the purpose(s)

of the interview, how it fits into the program,
and/or what is to be accomplished.

In the presentation part of the development,
the interviewee may be introduced by teacher or
student as a guest speaker would be introduced.
Then the introduction should be followed with an
explanation of the floor rules and the line of
questioning: Students should be reminded that the
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guest did not come to debate issues, but to provide
information relating to the questions to be asked.
(Questions may be sent in advance so that both
interviewer and interviewee may be prepared.)

The guest may be asked to make an introduc-
tory statement. The, interviewing then begins and
continues until time rusts out or all questions are
answered:

Follow-up activities may include a discussion
the next day; an application of the new knowledge,
or a variety of assignments that utilize the new
knowledge.

EVALUATION of both the planning and_ im-
plementation of the interview is needed. Questions
such as the following may be asked:

Did the questions extract the information
sought? IF

Did the guest have the necessary back-
ground to provide the information sought?
Were students adequately prepared to ask
and respond to questions from the special-
ist?

Was the information recorded in a way that
made it available to all who needed it?
Did the interview support or lead to rele-
vant, useful, and interesting follow-up ac-
tivities?

ROLE - PLAYING

Role-playing may be defined as a method of
human interaction that involves realistic, spontane-
ous behavior in an imaginary situation. tec-
nique is used most often for

Training in human relations skills.
Training in sensitivity to people and situa-
tions.

4. Encouraging initiative and self-reliance.
Stimulating discussion.
Training in group problem solving.

Among the values of role-playing are the
following:

Individuals can experiment with new ways
of behaving.

Situations and roles m be tailored to
individual needs and intearts.
Students can practice real-life situations
and risk making mistakes without suffering
the consequences of those mistakes:
Students can observe and analyze more
objectively because a role is being played:
Students can learn by doing:.
Individuals will be more apt to say what
they feel rather than what they think
another person wants to hear.
Real-life behavior may be brOtight into the
classroom.
The potential (or training in human inter-
action skills is unequaled.

When PLANNING a role-playing lesson, the
teacher must decide how _much_ structure to give
the roles. If the objective is to clarify values or to
develop an understanding __of another's cultural
values, the roles are often left undefined. When the
Objective is to focus on how individuals function in
certain situations is salesperson handling a custom-
er's objections), the role-playing lesson is more
highly structured and the number of optional
responses is limited:

Consider using such variations of the technique
as the following:

Doubling. One character repeats, raises
questions, and thinks along :with. another
actor; but does not contradict.
Switching. At _various points, the actors
switch miles and continue.
Imitation. One person shows how another
played a role.
Prtvate thoughts. An alter ego guesses at
what is behind an actor's words.
Wheel-leader. One person in the .center of a
circle goes around giving the same problem
to each participant; each of whom responds
immediately: Answers may be tape-
recorded and the group may devise a
perfected response.
Substitution. The protagonist faces several
antagonists to show how_ people` react
differently to different people.

18



To IMPLEMENT this technique,.orientate the
group by describing role-playing, stating the rea-
son(s) for its use, and reducing threat in any way
possible. Some effective means of reducing threat
include the following reassurances:

No one will be ridiculed.
Participants gain the most from the ac-
tivity.

People may make mistakes. If they didn't;
there, would be no need to role-play the
situation.
It's better to make miStakes in the class-
r9om than on the job.
No one plays him/herself.

In the presentation portion of the develop-
ment, establish the situation; cast the roles, and
brief the audience and actors on the situation.
Provide only as much information as needed to
accomplish the purpose. The briefing session
should=

Include all necessary facts and instructions.
Be kept to a minimum to alloW for
spontaneity.
Be put in writing if at all complicated.
Aim for reality.

In order to involve the audience as much as
possible, the following suggestions may be offered:

Be listeners. .Listn_ for prejudices, voice
changes, tempo, hidden motives, assump-
tions, preconceived ideas.
Be watchers. Watch for body tensions,
facial expressions, gestures.
Be consultants. Ask,' "How could the situa-
tion have been handled differently ?"
Be empathizers. Identify with actors and
observe by feeling the part-.

In the application portion; the conditions
described in the briefing are acted out. Be percep-
tive as to when the acting should stop. If the
interaction becomes excessively active, consider
switching the roles.
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Follow:14p activities may be numerous; but in
all cases a discussion should follow the interaction,
in order that key points may be highlighted. The
nature of the diScuSsion is dependent upon the
objective of the lesson.

To EVALUATE role-playing activities, first
look at the stated objective(s). Because student
growth in the area of values clarification is difficult
to measure even with follow-up studies, hOwever, a
more informal and temporal technique is suggested
by means of the following questions:

Did participants understand the roles they
were playing?

Did participants have the background to
play the roles?
Was the activity coo long or too short?
Was the entire class involved either actively
or passively?
Did students feel the relevance of the
role-playing activity?
Would the use of a variation such as
doubling have increased learning?

GAMING

Gaining is a way of making learning fun. In free
play, children invariably appear to seek out or
fabricate ways to compete fairly among themselves
Or to simulate an afp.eed=tipon .segment of their
world. Educators can capitalize on this seemingly
natural phenomenon by selecting or designing
classroom gaming techniques.

Games are basically of two typesthe simula-
tion game and the question/answer game. The
simulation game focuses upon a. segment of a
Societal activity. Through questioning and'decision
making, the student advances in the activity and; as
a result, better 'understands the dimensions, proce-
ditreS, critical _Conditions encompassed in the
game. Although_ this _type is difficult to design; .

such games have been designed by teachers who are
proficient in gaming theory. Since if is beyond the
scope. of this book, gaming theory will not be
discussed here.

The second type, the question /answer game, is
easier to design and use and is quite adaptable to
any subject matter. Rules are patterned after a
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familiar game such as Jeopardy; baseball; or bingo.
Questions' may be based on subject materials and
originated by the teacher. These games usually
result in a winner who is an individual or a team
that was more knowledgeable or luckier. In an
educational setting it is desirable to have the
winning_ and losing_ dimension dependent upon
knowledge_ of the subject matter rather than upon
chance._ if cooperative teams are identified as
competitors rather_ than individualS, students who
have difficulty with the subject matter.are encour-
aged to-study more so that they contribute more
to the team effort. These same students share some
of the reward it' the team wins. In the event of
losing, students who have difficulty with school
work are less visible than when they compete on'an
individual basis: ..

PLANNING for games is relatively easy, In the
case of simulation games, the diffieult task is to
identify potential games _a_nd _to select tile game
that best meets the objectives for the class.
Question /answer games,_ While simple to design,
usually require More planning time because the
subject matter questions need to be adapted to the
format of the game. It is essential that guidelines
for sequencing -the turns of players' and for the
resolution of disputes be clear and 'agreed upon
before starting. Once the game planning task is
completed; only periodic updating is, necessary to
keep the questions current and consistent with
course objectives:

When IMPLEMENTING a game, little student
orientation is needed, The activity_ is- self=
motivating. It helps_students to focus their atten-
tion, however,_ if they kndw that the game is
deSigned to help theM to understand a Concept
better, _to review for_a test, Or to assist in learning
prineipleg and procedures.

hi the presentation of this technique, explain
the object of the game, the rules, and the proce-
dures for getting started._

During the application; students play the game
while the, teacher serves as referee. spectator, timer,
and/or cheerleader.

ollow-up activities may include a discussion
of the concept, a short evaluatidn Of student
learning; or a formal test in the near future.

EVALUATION of the gaming technique _iS
direct. Questions such as the following may be
asked:

Were the rules clear and complete?
Were disputes resolved fairly?
Did students enjoy the game?
Did students perform satisfactorily on the
test?
Did_ the diSciikkion following the game go
well?

WaS there enough time to complete the
game?

COMMITTEES

A committee is a small group of_ people who
have been identified to perform a task that is too
large for an individual or too cumbersome for a
larger group. Committees are created to execute
one or more defined tasks (e.g., to plan an activity
or program. to serve as an advisory board; to study
a problem; or to promote an idea or event).

Committee work in the classroom provides
many opportunities for the student to develop
social skills such as cooperation; leadership, follow-
ership. and thepower of persuasion, Students learn
to participate and to contribute in a self-governing
activity which is common and influential in todaY's
society. Many significant _contributions are made
through_ local, state, and national committees.
When this technique is used in the classroom,
students are learning_ through an effective medium.

Several considerations in PLANNING are essen-
tial for_ the _successful use of this interaction
technique: Select

the
members who are

willing to spend the time needed to achieve the
representgoals; who represent a variety of relevant interests;

and who work well together. Clearly identify the
committee assignment and_ the_ work guidelines.

_For successful IMPLEMENTATION of thiS
teclinique, tlie three=elerinent lesson format is again
used. Orientate the group by explaining why_ the
objective for the committee was selected and how
the committee's recommendations will be used.

To begin the development, identify the mein -
hers of the committee _and present all pertinent
information concerning their assignment and dead-
lines. During the application portion when the
group begins to function; identify or help the
members identify a chairperson and secretary.
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Informally advise, facilitate, encourage, resolve
differences, and/or do anything else that increases
the probability of successful committee action.
Lastly; after the predetermined time has elapsed,
the chairperson reports the group's recommenda-
tions which are acted upon in the foll-ow=up
portion of the lesson. The objective for the
committee determines the appropriate action.

EVALUATION is carried out by observing if-
-. The committee assignment was adequately

identified.
to The committee membership was represen-

tative and cooperative.
Adequate time was provided to accomplish
the objectives.

DEBATES

The debate is _a pro and con discussion of a
question or issue that involves two teams of three
to four students, with volunta _participation by
the remainder of the claSS. ThiS T/L teehhique is an
xcellent way for the team members to learn about\

a \topic. It is inefficient in bringing fUll underStand-
inOo an entire group.

The primary reason for use of this technique is
to de elopthe analytical, communicative, arid
persuasi e skills of the participants.

The -911owing description is of the modified
debate which encourages more student interest,
voluntary participation, and identification .with the
topic.

_

TO PLAN the modified technique; take into
account the following tasks:

.

Introduce the technique, purpose, rules,
_ and procedures of the debate.

.Help students identify a problem that is
current, relevant to their daily life, within
their' range of ability; and that can be
researched with available vsources.
Help the ClasS identify teams_ that have a
balance Of backgrounds, intelligence, inter=
est, and verbai abilities.
Set adate for the debate. ProVide sufficient
time to develop the arguments.
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Provide_ equal assistance_ to Students on
both sides in their researching tasks.

Both the orientation and the development are
included in the preceding planning stage and in the
follOWing procedure Which may be used to IMPLE-
MENT the debating technique. The procedure may
be shortened by SimplY omitting certain itetns. Be
sure to retain balance between thq sides, however,

State the problem to both teams.

Formal presentations:
Affirmativefive minutes
Negativefive minutes

Rebuttals: Affirmativefive minutes
Negativefive minutes

Questions/contributions from floor:
Affirmative
Negative

(Repeat as needed. Keep sides balanced.)

Open to audience for speeches or to ask
questions of Speakers. (Balance both sides.)

Summary speakers:

Affirmativethree Minutes
Negativethree minutes

Open to ask questions of speakers or
audience, (Balance both sides.)

Summarize_ and categorize new informa-
tion. (Teacher)

It is recommended that the formal presenta-.

tions, rebuttals, and summaries by the affirmative
and negative sides be limited to one-half of the
class. period. The remainder of the class time may
be used as a folloiy-up_ in which to discuss the
topic; the debating :technique; the success of the
team members in supporting their point of view
and additional activities to build upon the ideas
brought out in the debate:
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EVALUATE the technique by asking the fol-
lowing questions:

Did the class (audience) participate 1"-eely?

o Were both sides of the topic well pre-
sented?

Was the discussion from the floor balanced
between the affirmative and negative posi-
tions?

Were the Objectives of developing analyt-
Ozinimunicative, and persuasive skills

achieved?

SUMMARY

Interaction techniques are most valuable in
developing affective, communicative, and inter-
perSonal skills. They are less valuable when the goal
is to develop cognitive skills and psychomotor
Skills. These techniques attempt to tap a rich reser-
voir of natural talent possessed by most young
peoplethe talent to exchange ideas at an accel-
erated rate. To let such a resource go unused would
be extremely wasteful; particularly when such
effective methods of channeling and developing
these abilities are so readily available in the
classroom.



Chapter 9.

OTHER METHODS OF PROVIDING MEANINGFUL VARIETY
(Determining the Working Conditions)

Purpose: Furniture designer/builders receive requests to build single items
or multiple items; to build. to customer's specifications or to their
own. They also have the option to compete or to cooperate in the
maretplace. Teachers, on the other hand; do, not have the luxury
of s<_'lecting the conditions under which they operate when they
want to maximize. learning. They need'to understand their options
therefore and how to apply them; they also need to be flexible
enough to respond effectively to conditions when necessary. This
chapter introduces methods of managing the class .organization,
teacher/student dominance, and goal structures for the purpose of
maximizing learning. Teacher flexibility is the key.

Objective` When you have finished this chapter, you will 'understand the
options availabls in class organization, teacher/student dominance,
and goal structures so that you can make recommendations for a
strategy to use in a given T/L situation.

As stated earlier, no single i/L technique is
effective with all students or with all content. In
fact, even if all such techniques were perfectly
implemented, their effectiveness would still be
limited. Certain student characteristics and
tended outcomes cannot be accommodated until
other adjustments in the instructional strategy are
made. These variations .are related to the social
environment in which instruction occurs. Teachers
can make finer adjustments to -the learner and to
the content by varying ( I) the. class. organization;
(2) the teacher/student dominance in the selection
of objectives and learning strategy, and (3) the goal
structures employed in the classroom:

VARYING THE CLASS ORGANIZATION.

Teachers can provide meaningful variety by
changing the size of the group working on a
particular objective. Group sizes may range from
one person to the entire class. Many students have
preferences about the number of people on a work
team. Some prefer to work. alone; others prefer to
work in groups of two to five, and still others may
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prefer to be a part of a group of ten to twenty-five
students:

Another factor affecting the ideal group size is
the 9bjective to be achieved. If the objective
concerns the understanding of the physical princ-
iple describing :the 'mechanical advantage of simple
Machines, for example, students may learn about
this individually, in subgroups, or in a large group.
Student preference would be the determiner. If,
however, the objective is to develpp cooperative
work habits, leadership, or interpersonal skills,
work -in subgroups or large groups is necessary to
provide practice in cooperating, leading, and inter-
actin&

Another dimension of class organization is the
number of students Who are expected to achieve
any one objective. Does each student have individ-
ual goals or are all students working toward the
same objective? If the subject Matter for the
segment of instruction does not consist of basic
skills and does not need to be articulated with a
subsequent course, students may Choose their own
objectives. Conversely, if the subject matter con-
sists of competencies that must be mastered by
each student in order to receive credit, the 'objec-
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Lives may be the same for all studekts. Of course;
other possible situations mayoccuT'at any point
between the extremes of individual and group
objectives;

Figure 5 is included to assist in visualizing the
relationship between the two variables.

Full-Group
Objectives

fndividual
Objective's

A B

D E
(Uncommon)

I'
(Uncommon)

Subgroup Full Group

Figure 5.
CLASS ORGANIZATION IN RELATION TO

OBJECTIVES AND GROUP SIZE
c

The matrix displays four options from which
teachers may select. Options E and F are uncom-
mon. The preferences of-students and the nature 01
the content are the contributing factors in making
selections. A brief ,description of each option

to_better understand the variables.
Option A: Individuals work on group objec-

tives (standard objectives but indi-
vidually paced work).

Option Small groups work on group objec-
I tives (standard objectives but stu-

dents' are grouped by aptitude or
personal preferences).

Option C: Full group works on group objec-°
tives (standard objectives and group
;activities with group deddlines).

Option Individuals work on individual. ob-
jectives. Students identify the ob-
jectives and set their own pace.

Option E: Individuals work on individual ob-
jectives but stay in subgroup (an
uncommon option).

Option F: Individuals work on individual and
group objectives (an uncommon op:
tion).

VARYING TEACHER/STUDENT DOMINANCE

The term teacher/student dominance refers to
the degree and kind of teacher/student involve-
ment in selecting the objectives and the learning
strategy used to achieve the objectives. In discus-
sions of principles or conditions of learning, most
educators maintain that students who participate
in the selection of the objectives and learning strat-
egy are more highly motivated than those who
do not participate. Figure 6 illustrates the teacher/
student dominance phenomenon.

Teacher

Selects
Objectives Cooperative

Student

-A

Student Cooperative Teacher

Selects Learning Strategy

Figure 6.
TEACHER/STUDENT DOMINANCE IN

SELECTING OBJECTIVES AND
LEARNING STRATEGY

,
The degree of teacher/student dominance

ranges from total teacher domination (A) to total
student domination (B),_ although these extremes
in the continuum are_highly uncommon. Research
in this area indicates that

Teacher-dominated behavior such as de-
manding, assigning, and belittling -student
efforts leads to apathy. withdrawal; and
hostility toward self and teaclier.,
Student-dominated _ behavior which in-
cludes teacher acceptance and support and
the use of known criteria to constructively
evaluate or criticize student work leads to
lower anxiety levels and to emotionally
stable and cooperative behavior.

The degree to which_ objectives are considered
basic skills (spelling, reading, computing, or speak-
ing) and the degree to which they are articulated



with other objectives will determine the amount of
flexibility allowed in student selection. In other
words; the more the objectives are considered
"basic," the less flexibility in student selection.
The level of student independence and security will
also help the teacher in deciding how much
involvement the student desires or can tolerate:
The more independent and secure the student; the
more she/he may_participate in decisions.

When identified by students, the objective
should be stated in performance terms. Students
may assist in selecting the observable behavior, the
level of performance, the conditions, and the
method used to evaluate the objective. The strat-
egy decision involves selecting the T/L techniques,
the sequence (including deadlines), the environ-
ment, and the persons and resources to be con-
sulted.

VARYING THE GOAL STRUCTURE

The goal structure describes the kind of inter-
dependence existing among students; it also de-
scribes the teacher/student relationship in achiev7
ing instructional aims. The four kinds of goal
structures are the following:

I. Interpersonal Cbmpetition

Although _competition may have potentially
destructive effects, under certain conditions the
use of interpersonal competition can be advan-
tageous when; for example:

It helps to increase student performance on
simple drill activities.
The level of anxiety is kept low during the
competion.
The only criterion for evaluating student
performance is to compare it to the per-
formance of another.
Scoring of the competition is visible.
Students think they have a chance of
winning (i.e.. they are well matched in
ability).
Procedures for resolving disagreements and
determining winnci arc clearly explained.
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2. Intergroup Competihon

Intergroup competition is a way to cushion the
disappointment of losing, to develop cohesiveness
in a group, and W increase the interaction between
high achievers and underachievers. In this structure
teams are formed. If the team loses, the loss will
have less negative effect on the individuals within
the group than if they were separate competitors
because the loss is suffered by the team rather than
by individuals.

Members of this group structure are cohesive
because they have a single goal with which each
member identifies and to which each member
contributes. When low achievers are members of
the group, high achievers are more likely to help
them perform better which also enables the team
to do better in the competion.

3. Cooperative Structure

In a cooperative atmosphere; students are orga-
nized around achieving a single goal with no
competition involved. Cooperative goal structures
are recommended when the instructional aim is to
develop_ group_problem-solving skills, group deci-
sion-making skills, and values clarification.

4. Individual-Wit. Structure

In the individualistic structure, students corn-
pete against themselves in an effort to achieve their
reward or goal. These goal structures are selected
to develop a specific skill or understanding when
assignments are clear and when students need
extra help.

SUMMARY

This chapter discussed four useful options for
organizing a_ class, several recommendations in the
area of teaCher/student dominance; and four goal
structures. In addition, suggestions were made_ for
the implementation of these_ methods of_providing.
meaningful variety in the learning environment.
With this background of information, it is hoped
that teacher planning will be facilitated and that
the implementation of these methods will enable
students to learn more effectively and enjoyably.
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EPILOGUE

The analogy of the furniture builder and the
teacher was adequate to make on-thersurface com-
parisons to illustrate some rather abstract ideas
with a familiar, concrete example. To interpret
teaching as being as easily controlled and as
predictable as building furniture, however, would
be misleading.

For example, teachers seldom first select the
objectives and then select the students who have
the greatest potential for achieving them. Furniture
builders, on the other hand, do just that They
determine the specifications; then and only then is
the material selected; Reversing the procedure by
responsible woodworkers is practically unheard of

The second difference relates to the degree of
control of the furniture builder and the teacher
over the uniformity and quality of their materials.
When lumber is ordered, It is ordered by grade
which insures that a specified level of quality and
uniformity in the moistore content, species, de-
fects, and size is maintained. Teachers have little
control over the quality of students with whom
they work. Students in the classroom vary in size,
educational background, interests, goals, tempera-
ment, and__niany other characteristics. If furniture
builders were confronted with such a degree of
variability in their materials; the consistency of
quality in their finished product would vary
considers

The third major difference communicated by
the analogy is that T/L rtechniques and proce-
dures are highly predictable. Close tolerances on
dimensions can be held over thousands of repeti-
tions of an operation with woodworking equip-
ment. The tools and procedures of teaching (T/L
techniques and lesson plans) are not nearly so
predictable.

The fact that teachers must adapt to many
variables significantly complicates the task of
carrying on effective instruction. One way to
reduce the effects of the variables and to increase .
effectiveness is to provide meaningful variety.

If several different T/L techniques are selected
in response to a diverse student body, the variety
gains in meaning. Jf an assortment of instructional
objectives is learned with different and appropriate
techniques, the variety takes on additional mean-
ing. By adjusting the techniques to respond to class
and activity schedules in the school day, even,
greater meaning is given the variety. Finally,
maximum meaning is assigned variety when teach-
ers are knowledgeable and flexible enough to select
the best group size; teacher/student dominance;
and goal structure to provide the most interesting
and effective instruction possible. By maximizing
meaningful variety, success in the classroom is also
maximized.



APPENDIX

SAMPLE LESSON PLANS

Sample Forms

Lecture (Little Method), Brainstorming,
and Debate

Lecture (Parable)

Informal Lecture and Guided Observation

Guest Lecturer

Demonstration (Manipulative Skill) and
Experiment

Demonstration (Physical Principle)

Demonstration (Mechanical Device)

Audiovisuals

Committee

C: Chart

FS: Filmstrip

G: Game

HO: Handout

M: Model

58 Project (Producer)

60 Project (Problem Solving)

Project (Specific Skill)

Exercise

Questioning

Discussion

Buzz SeSsion

72 Seminar

74 Interviewing

76 Role-Playing

78 Gaming

62

64

68

70

Code for Instructional Materials

MP:

0:

OT:

Motion Picture

Object
L.

Ov head Transparency

P: Picture
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LESSON PLAN

UNIT

LESSON TITLE

OBJECTIVES At the conclusion of this lesson the student should be able

REFERENCES

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials



CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

Orientation

II. Development

A. Presentation

B. Application

III. Follow-up

59
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LESSON PLANLecture ( Little Method),
Brainstorming, and :<,13ate

UNIT Presenti . s"
ng Controversial Issues

LESSON TITLE Using Debates

OBJECTIVES At the cbricluSion of thiS lessonjin two or three weeks), the
student should be able to

i. Describe briefly what debates are, reasons for conducting them, and
methods of conducting them.
Identify a topic, take sides, prepare for, and conduct a debate on a
topic.

REFERENCES

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipine.nt

Materials

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials
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CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

I. Orientation
A. Do you think a teacher should paddle a student?
13. Short discussion;
C. Contiloversial issues are often debated.
D. We will learn this skill.

II. Development
A. Presentation.

I. What is a debate?
a. Organize
b. Present pro/con of issue
c: Equal representation
d. Initial presentation
e: Rebuttals
I Discussion

2. Why debate?
a. Present both sides of issue
b. Fair representation
c. Individuals decide on view

3 How to prepare for a debate
a. Interview knowledgeable people
b. Research articles in periodicals
c. Prepare position speech
d. Prepare rebuttal

Application
1. Identify topic: Use brainstorming

a. State any interesting topic
All'topics are good,
No negative comments

b. List ideas on board
c. Each student chooses five topics
d. Select topic (vote)

2 Students choose pro/con side (try to keep sides even)
3. Students select three for team
4. Prepare for debate (two weeks)

a. Entire group participates
b. Use research techniques (individually)
c.. Group meets to compare notes

5. Conduct debate (in class period)
(teams of three in front across table)

Presentation speech: Pro (3-5 min.)
"b. Presentation speech: Con (3-5 min.)
c. Rebuttal: Pro (3-5 min.)
d. Rebuttal: Con (3-5 min.)
e. Ask audience to contribute (2 min. maximum)

III. Follow-up
A. Write brief summary of views
B. Give constructive criticism to team
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LESSON PLAN=Lecture ( Parable)

UNIT Modern Survival

LESSON TITLE A-Cheao-Bicycle

OBJECTIVES At the conclusion of this lesson, students should be able, when
divided into pairs, to

1. List three elements necessary for survival.

2. From memory, list three causes of high prices.

3. State three methods of decreasing survival costs.

REFERENCES

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equtpinent

Overhead projector

Materials

OT: A Need Indeed!
OT: Demand's Command

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equiptnent

Materials

HO: What We Need
HO: Simplifying Survival
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CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

L OrientationAim (HO: What We Need)
A. Understand how survival costs rise
B. Learn the steps that might reduce survival costs

Devebpment
A. Presentation

I. Analogy: Paying for survival is like buying_a bicycle
2. Description of detail

a. Plan/select bicycle (OT: A Need Indeed)
-Why the need?

=-Who is buying
Sorority Sue
=PreSident Peter
Leisure Lou

Congressperson _Blue
,Unemployed Ed
The cost?
Money
Supply
7-Demand

b. Implement buying a bicycle (OT: Demand's Command)
The bidding
--The price__

c. Evaluate: Was it a good choice?
Did bicycle meet needs?
Was cost fair?
Ways to reduce cost

B. Application (HO: Simplifying SurviVal)
I. Divide into pairs

Identify any three elements of survival
3. List three causes of cost increase for one element
4: List three methods of element reduction

III. Follow-up
A. Identify _a necessity at home (one of the utilities, clothes, trans-

portation)
B. Plan ways to reduce your "survival costs"
C. Describe your plan in a written paper no longer than two pages
D. IMplement as much of the plan as you can
E. Evaluate the success and problems of the plan
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LESSON PLAN-Informal Lecture and
Guided Observation

UNIT -L-arnin-ating-Wood

LESSON TITLE Defining Terms

OBJECTIVES At the conclusion of this lesson, the student should be able-

1. When given ten consecutively numbered examples illustrating the six
kinds of wood assemblies, to match the number on the example with
the term on a response form with 100% accuracy.'
When asked at random, to verbally distinguish between lamination in
general, wood lamination, and plywood. (A correct answer will include
the key terms in the handout.)

REFERENCES

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipment

Opaque projector
Overhead projector

Materials

OT: Lamination Is. ..
P: Eames chair
P: Laminated beam
0: Bent wood chair
0: Solid wood sample
0: 2 layers of veneer (6" x 6")
0: Badminton racket
0: Laminated fabric sample
0: Painted board
0: Plated pipe

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials

Observation Response Form
10 examples of six processes

2 solid wood
1 flat lamination
2 bent wood laminations
2 flat plywood
2 molded plywood
1 laminated picture
I bent wood

HO: Lamination Is.. .
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CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

I. OrientationPurposes
A. Clarify terms

I. Lamination has several definitions
FacilLtate communication

i3: Understand variables involved

II. Development
A. Presentation

I. Lamination Is. . .(OT and HO)
a: Definition
b. Examples

Positive: laminated picture and cloth
Negative: painted board and plated pipe

2. Terms defined
a. Solid wood (on handout)
b. Bent wood (on handout)
C. Flat lamination (on handout)
d. Wood lamination (on handout)

Illustrate (use questions)
Use. two layers of veneer
Change orientation

e. Flat plywood lamination (on handout)
Illustrate (use questions)

Use two layers of veneer
Change orientation

Examples: plywood samples
f. Bent wood lamination (on handout)

Illustrate (use questions)
Use two layers of veneer
Change orientation
Bend them

- Example: beams in building and badminton racket
g. Molded plywood lamination (on handout)

Illustrate (use questions)
Hold up variety of posilive and negative examples.
Examples: Haines cha::

B. Application
I. Handout rc,:; ')nse for;rc
2. Go over insti..,:tions

a: Ten nuLL' c!red
b: Identify lcess
c. Place num: r ntxt nrocess
d: Assign stucl,,:lts to
e; Circulate 7::.r.'ong ex,n1.0.
f. Discuss answe!'
g. Use hand't.t.

3. Begin

HI. FolloW=Up
A. Go over answers; disc,
B. Ask students to deFae

6
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DEFINING LAMINATION AND RELATED TERMS

solid wood. A single piece of wood.

lamination. An assembly consisting of two or more layers of solid material
joined together with an adhesive.

3. wood lamination. A flat assembly consisting of two_or more pieces of wood
joined with an adhesive with grains parallel.

4. plywood lamination. A flat assembly consisting of two or more layers of
wood joined with an adhesive with grains crossed.

5. bent wood lamination. A curved assembly consisting of two or more layers
of wood joined with an adhesive. Grains are parallel and layers
re bent to tit a curved form.

6. molded -plywood. A curved assembly consisting of two or more layers of
wood joined with adhesives. Grains are crossed and layers bent
to fit a curved form.



OBSERVATION RESPONSE FORM

INSTRUCTIONS; Look at the sample and place the letter that describes the
sample in the blank that is numbered the same as the sample.

1. A. lamination

B. flat wood lamination

3. C. flat plywood lamination

4. D. bent wood laminatioe'

5. E. molded plywood lamination

6. F. solid wood

7. - G. bent solid wood

8.

6
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LESSON PLANGuest Lecturer

UNIT Careers in Home Economics

LESSON TITLE Overview of Careers

OBJECTIVES At the conclusion of this lesson the student should be able,
when givLii one week, to Use_ six characteristics of careers to
.describe a career or career cluster in the area of home eco-
nomics.

REFERENCES

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materic.'s

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials



CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

I. Orientation
A. We have been studying:

1. Preparing meals
2. Buying and producing cloth products

Using household equipment
B. Tomorrow we learn about careers in the field

II Development (prim-10 guest lecture)
A. Presentation

I. Ms. _ _ will visit
2. Specialist in careers_in home economics
3. Describe the following

a; Range of occupations --
b. Preparat _

c. General .utiesin careers
d. Working ..onditions
e. Rewards
f. Personal requirements

B. Application
I. Take list in II. A, 3 to neighbor, parent, other teacher

a. Ask questions, relevant_ to these points kin II. A. 3)
b. Develop specific questions to ask guest

2. Bring minimum of two specific questions to class
III. Develo_pment (day of guest lecture)

A. Preparation
1. Introduction

a. Ms. is here from _

b. She is an Extension Home Economi,;.
c. Discuss careers in home economics
d. Make formal remarks

Av; liable for questions
f. %Yr:L.: down questions as you listen

Application
I. Students have some questions

Raise hands
a. Ask questions
b. Discuss points of confusion

3; Stop
a. When questions stop or
b. Five minutes before bell

IV. Fellow -up
Thank Ms. for coming
Assignment
1. Options

a. Report: Four liarldw!.itttw. pages
b. \ Display: to fit board
c. Presentation: three_rninuteS
Topic: Career or Career Cluster in Home !"-' nondcs

3. Due one week_from today
4. Includ items in II. A. 3
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LESSON PLANDemonstration (Manipulative
Skill) and Experiment

UNIT Molecules-of Life

LESSON TITLE Identifying Carbohydrates

OBJECTIVES At the conclusion of this lesson, when given three unknown
food samples, test equipment, test indicator solutions, and pro-
cedures; the student should be able to--

Conduct the experiment.
Correctly identify each unknown food sample.

REFERENCES

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipment

1 beaker (250 ml)
6 test tubes
I hot plate
2 droppers

Materials

Benedict's solution
1% glucose solution
Iodine solution
I% starch solution
Egg white
Biuret solution

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

1 beaker (250 ml)
3 test tubes
I hot plate
2 droppers

Materials

Food sample 1
Food sample 2
Food sample 3
Benedict's solution
Iodine solution
Biuret solution
3 Laboratory Data Sheets



CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

I. Orientation
A. Verify readings
B: Learn chemical analysis procedures
C. Analyze common foods

II. Development
A; Presentation

I. Demonstration: Identifying sugar
a. Prepare specimens

Put two drups water in_ one test tube
-Put two diops glucose in another test tube

b. Heat both specimens in water bath to 100°_C
C. Add three drepps Benedict's solution to each
d. Observe color change

blue to yellow
red to howr;

Demonstrating : starch
a. Prepare spec -oens

--Put two di- ..,ate; in one test tube
Put two ther,.; starch in another test tube

b. Heat both s ,:ffiens in water bath to I O C
Add cwo drops iodine solution to each

'd. Observe ;-;lek in starch
3. Demonstration: Identifying protein

a. Prepar,: specimens
Put two drops water in one test tube
=Put _two drops egg yolk in anoth_er_test tube

b. Heat both_specimens in water to 100°C
c. Add two drops Biuret solution to each
d. Observe purple in egg yolk

B. Application
I. Given

a. Three food samples
13: Three laboratory data sheets
c. Teams or two
Procedure
a. Prepare three specimens of each sample (label)
b. Add three drops of test solution (label)

Samples

Benedict's
Iodine
Biuret

c. Observe colors
d. :omplete laboratory data sheets

HI. Follow-up
A. Review findings and"conclusions
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LESSON PLANDethonstration (Phj4Ical
Principle)

UNIT Laminating WOod

LESSON TITLE -DefinitionsGrain

OBJECTIVES At the .conclusion of this lesson, the student Should be
able

I. When asked at random, to state two methods of identifying grain
direction.
When ,;ven pieces of wood, to determine the grain direction 100% of
the time

3. When asked. at random, to verbally describe how grain direction in-
fluences the strength of wood. A correct answer will include a com-
parison between breaks "with" and "across" the grain.

REFERENCES

TEACHER AC FIVITY

Equipment

Materials

0: 15 soda straws
0: I note pad
0: I pine (3/4" x 2" k 8")
0: 1 pine (3/4" x 8" x 27)
0: 20 pieces of veneer (3" ic 3")
0 I laminated candle'holder
0: I stirring rod (solid wood)
0: I softwood (2" x 4" x 15")
0: I particle board (3/4" x 3" x 12")

"STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials



CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

I. Orientation
A. Wood has some special characteristics
B. Influence on its use

II. Devel ,)ment
A. Presentation

I. How wood is constructed
a. Made of cells

Long
Narrow
Like cle;ed-ended soda straws

b. Cells joined
Lignin in wood
-Wax in soda straws

.c. Tamar piece of paper
See the fuzzies
=Individual cells

How its construction influences strength of wood
Put 3/4" x 2" x 12" wood in vise

h. Wouki ybu break this
n. 74" x 1" wood in vise
F:cak :his one

e my differ.mceS?_
F. Handout veneer samples
g. Break them with and across grain
h. Find any difference?
i. What is the direction of the grain?

B. Arplication: Analyze why the grain in several wood products.
go-zs in the direction it does

rollov 7up
A. Why is the grain direction important when you make something

of Wood':
B. How can you tell the direction of the grain?
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LESSON PLANDemonstration (Mechanical
Device)

UNIT Distributing Your Ideas

LESSON TITLE "Spirit Duplicator"

OBJECTIVES At the concluSion of this lesson, the student should be
able

Without the aid of references and when called upon at random; to list
three_ of the seven parts of the spirit duplicator and to describe the
function of each.
With the use of notes, to set up, run copies, and shut down the spirit
duplicator without making an error.

REFERENCES

Brown, Lewis,, and Harcleroad. Audio-Visual Instruction: Technology, Media.
and Methods, pp: 509-11.

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Spirit duplicator (ready to mil)
Motion picture projector (Super 81

Ma:erfats

C: duplicator parts
25 sheets of ditto paper

spirit master
MP: Making'Spirit Duplicator Masters

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials



CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

I. Orientation
A. All Schools have them
B. Most common duplicating process
C: Objective

1. Describe operation
2. Run copies

II. Development
A. Presentation

I. Parts and functions
a. Feed wheels: start page
b. Moistening roller: coats paper with fluid
c. Forward roller: advances paper
d. Master: image carrier
0. Impression roller: applies pressure
f. Stop: helps stack copies

2. Relationship
a. Feed wheels start and pace feed
b: 1(b), (c), (d), and (e) connected with direct drive and

uniformly timed
3. Operation

a. Ready duplicator
Check fluid in tank

-,,Adjust paper gripper and guides
Set pressure lever to "I"
Set fluid tank to fill reservoir

b. Attach master - _
Put handle at 6:00

Open clamp lever
Insert top edge of master (carbon up)

-Return clamp lever
-Crease master

c; Run copies
Turn handle, each turn in one copy

Check location on page, adjust if necessary
--Check image darkness

Adjust pressure if necessary
7=Run number needed

d. Remove master
Put handle at 6:00
Open clamp
Lift out master
Set pressure to "0"

fced wheel
Turn fluid tank with nozzle up

Replace dust cover
CAUTION: Avoid contact of fluid on skin: avoid breathing excessive fumes

B. Application
I. Point to parts and ask names

2. Have students pi ovide steps to set up the machine
3: Have students in groups of two set up machine zinci run five

copies of the machine parts and procedures
1I. F011oW=tip _

A. Watch the film Making Spirit Duplicator Masters
B. .Make a handmade master
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LESSON PLAN=Audiovistials

UNIT Molec-uleSrOf Life

LESSON TITLE Atomic Structure

OBJECTIVES At the concluSion of this lesson. the student should be

able

When asked at random, to define atoms. ions, and molecules
When given equipment and materials and number of electrons protons;
and neutrons, to draw correctly a model (plan atom.

3. When shown nine models of atoms. to determine correctly if they are
positive, negative, or neutral.

REFERENCP7

Biology. Smallwood and Green. chapter 3, "The Molccul. of Life"

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipment

Filmstrip projector

Materials

Crayons
Paper
M: 3 + atoms
M: 3 - atoms
M: 3 neutral atoms

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Si ssors

Materials

Crayons
Paper



CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

I. OrientatiOn
A. Pyramids built of stone
B. Buildings made of brick and boards
C. Clothes made of fiber§
D. What is matter made of?

(Atoms, ions, and molecules)

II Development
A. Presentation

I: Going to see a filmstrip
2. Look for:

a. Parts of an atom
b. What is an ion?
c. What are molecules?

3. Show first fourteen fraines of filmstrip

Application
I. Use paper, crayons, and scissors to make paper model of

atoms and molecules
a. Nitrogen atom
b. Lithium atom
c. Water molecules

Follow-up
A. Questions

.1; What are the parts of an atom?
2. What is an ion?
3. What are molecules?

B. Determine. if the following models are +, -, or neutral
(Show models of each).



LESSON PLANcommittee

UNIT (Fits most ;abject areas)

LESSON TITLE Planning a Field Trip

OBJECTIVES At the conclusion of this lesson, students should be able, when
asked at random, to

I. List their representatives.
/. Describe the duties of the chairperson and secretary.
3. Describe their task.
4. State the deadline.

REFERENCES

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials



CONTENT AND IROCEDURES

I. Orientation
A. 'Students help decide on field trip
13. Many interesting places to visit

II: Development
A. Presentation

1. Half- or full-day field trip
_ School to pay transportation
3. Maximut miles one way
4. Students f;..-,Ide meals
5. Committee represents class
Application
1. Committee

a. Class president
b. Vice-president
c. Treasurer
d. Two elected members
Organize committee
a. Select chairperson

Schedule meeting
Conduct meeting

Report committee action
Conduct class discussions

b. Select secretary (to keep minutes)
3 Task of the committee

a. Identify field trip site
b. Set date
c. Plan day's. Schedule
d. Estimate cost
e. Coflect fees

4. Timetable: two to three weeks for planning

III. Follow-up
A. Who are your representatives?
B. What are the duties of officers?
C. What is your task?
D. When must you complete task?
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UNIT Desserts

LESSON PLAN=Project (Producer)

LESSON TITLE Ba-t-tle-Of-tli--Sexes Pie Bake-Off

OBJECTIVES At the conclusion of this lesson, the student should be
able-=

1. When asked at random, to state the rules for the "Pie Bake-Olf" with-
out error.
When given_two,55-minute "pie labs" on fruit and custard pies and two
alditional 55=minute periods, to produce a pie that earns forty-five
points.

REFERENCES

Crocker, B. New Picture cook Book, pp. 335-62

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipment

Supply table

Materials

Flotir
Salt

.Shortening_
0: 1 double crust lattice -top cherry pie
0:: '1 single crust pecan pie
0: 1 pie shell (lemon meringue pie)

STiJ.1 YENT-ACTIVITY

Equipment

Kitchen utensils

Materials

Standard crust ingredients.



CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

I. Orientation
A. "Battle of the Sexes Pie Bake-Off"
B. Prizes

1. Winners are served the pies
2. WinnerS don't have to wash dishes

H. Development
A. Presentation

1. Rules .

a. Eligibility
Enrolled in Basic Home Economics
7Complefed two "pie labs"

b: Recipe specifications: _your choice
Standard crust ingredients provided
Contestant provides filling
Contestant provides nonstandard ingredients
Must be made in two,"5-minute periods

c. Making the pie
Beginnext Monday .

Take two periods
d Judging: Wednesday

Determining winners
average scores for each sex
highest average wins

Panel of four judges
1 other home economics te'acher
I other teacher
1:,pare-nt (not of contestant)

. 1 student-selected judge
Judgipg scale

Appearance 10 point.
Pastry 10 points
Flavor, 10 points
Creativity 15 points
Degree of difficulty 5 points

...Application
]: Submit name for fourth judge-
2. Select recipe

a. Divide into ki_telien groups
b. Read three recipes

Copy one to be made
Mike lab plans

III. Follow-up
A. Wh,o is eligible?
B. When do vie make the pies?
C. How are the pies judged?
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LESSON PLANProject (Problem Solving)

UNIT ---Budgeting Your Resources

LESSON TITLE Planning a Vacation

OBJECTIVES At the conclusion of this lesson, students should be able, when
given a fictitious $600 and twelve days, to==

Budget their time.
1. Budget their money. -
3: Visit places that interest _them most.
4. Write an interesting and informative report.

REFERENCES

Encyclopedias
Brochures
Road maps
Atlas

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipment

Overhead projector

Materials

OT: Maps
OT: Daily Log

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Eripmetzt

Materials

HO: Daily Log
HO: Folder Outline



CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

Orientation
A. lie-in with previous lessons

1: "Check-writing" lesson
2. Reading maps
3. Writing business letters
4. Reading relerence materials

B. How can we get the most from our tune and our money?
II. Development

A. Presentation
1. Resources

a. Mode of transportation
b. Companions
c. Time
d. Money
Plan how to use resources
a. Where to go
b. Points of interest
c. Do as many things as you can

_d. DeScribe your trip in a folder (HO: Folder Outline)
B. Application

I. Resources
a. 5600
b. Twelve_.!ays
c. Car (20 mpg S.99/gal.)
cl. Companions (from none to two)
Trip description
a. Daily Log (copy attached)
b. Outline map of states visited (HO: Folder Outline)
c. Reports (one for each state)

-=Ekplain activities
Describe points of interest
_Describe capitol city

3. Techniques
a. Talk with Students, parents, and companions
b. Go to libraries
c. Read brochures

4. Completion date (three weeks from today)
5. Grading folder's*

a. Each log
b. Map
c. Each report (four best)
d. Table of contents
e. Cover of folder

III. Follow-up: Share with others.
A. Describe a point of interest
B. Summarize the trip

*Teachers should feel free to vary the weighting and to eStablish the
criteria to use with each of the five areas graded.
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DAILY LOG

Month Day 19

Drove miles today.

Drove for hburs minutes today.

Driven miles so far.

Spent s roe breakfast.

Spent S for lunch.

Sp rit S for dinner.

Stopkd at for hour(s).

Cost was $

Stayed in tonight.

Spent S

Spent S For gasoline today.

Total spent today S

Total spent to date $

Amount of money left S

SI
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FOLDER OUTLINE

I. Draw Outline Map

A. Decide which stales you plan tc
B. Chart your route, using atlas.
C. Illustrate points of interest:
D. Label cities where you lodge.

IL Daily Logs

A. Determine mileage.
B. Determine gasoline experiseS.
C. Determine food and lodging expenses.

Determine amount of money left.

III Reports

A. Use encyclopedias.
B. Use brochures.

Table of Contents

V. Cover for Folder
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LESSON PLAN=Project (Specific Skill)

UNIT Wri
. ting a Position Paper

LESSON TITLE -The Project

OBJECTIVES t I th conclusion of this lesson, the student Shoial be
able to

I. Find the data.
When asked at random; describe the project by including:

a. Length
b. Number of passengers to save
c. Justification of selection
d: Due date.

REFERENCES

(The source of the problem haS been lost. I am grateful to its author and apologize
for not giving h;rh/her credit.)

TEACHER ACTIVITY,

Equipment

Materials

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

MaterialS.

HO: Plane Crash Dilemma (see p. 93)
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CONTENT ND PROCEDURES

I. Orientation
A. Prepare position paper
B. Use imagination
C. Clarify values

II. Development
A. Presentation

E Plane crash in ocean (HO: Haile Crash Dilemma)
2. Only on- life raft

a. Twelve will survive
b. Fifteen will perish

3. Select the survivors
4. Dee_ide why they were selected
5. _And/or decide why certain ones perished

B. Application
1. Write position paper

a. 500=600 Words
Handwritten and legible

Justify ChOices
3. Due in two days
4. Discuss deciSionS

Ill: Follow-up
A. How long is the paper?
B. What is included?
C. How many survived':
D. How many perished?
E. When is paper due?
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LESSON PLANExercise

UNIT Lam-in-Laing Wood

LESSON TITLE Identifying and Using Molds

OWECTIVES At the conclusion of this lesson; the student should be able-

1. When shown variations of "matched" molds and "one-Peice" MOldS, to
categorize them into the two categories without error.

2. When asked at random, to state one advantage or one disadvantage of
each kind of mold.

3. When given printed instructions, materials, equipment, and fifty-live
minutes, to successfully make one part with the a,qit=Aed mold.

REFERENCES

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipnnent

I set flat plywood molds
1 set matched molds

inflatable molJ
I detergent bottle mold and rubber

bands
1 ring mold

nfateriaLs

Suffi,:ient veneer cut to fit each mold

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

3 jug molds with rubber bans
3 detergent bottle molds and rubber

bands
3 ring molds
3 sets iatched moldS

Materials

6 sets two-part adhesives
3 matched mold instructions
3 ring mold instructions
3 rubber band mold instructions

12 1" brushes



CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

I. Orientation
A. The mold determines the shape of the part
B. Many different kinds
C. Some very inexpensive
D.. Objectives

1. Determine_ purpose of molds
2. Describe kinds of molds
3. Use the molds

II. Development
A. Presentation

I. Purpose of molds_
a. Determine shape
b. .Provide clamping Suthiee
c. Hold layers together while adhesive hardens
Components of mold
a. Rigid .tirface
b. Pressure device

3 Kinds of molds
a. Matched molds: two rigid pressing surfaces

--Produce parts fast
Exert uniform pressure
=:Difficult to make

Need pressing device
b. One part: one rigid pressing surface-Slow

Unreliable quality .

Low, uneven pressure
Easy to make

N:. press needed
13. lion

Ask students to categorize the molds
Ask for an advantage or disadvantage of each form
ExerciSeS
a. Describe molds

Matched molds
Ring Molds
Gallon jar molds

Detergent bottle molds
b. Divide into pairs
c. Assign molds to pairs
d. Follow instructions_ carefully
e. Go to benches and begin

Follow -up
A. What two kinds of molds did we use?
B. Which is easier to use?
C. Which ;n faster?
D. Which :5 easier to make?
E. :Which do ou sue lose makes hither parts?
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LESSON PLANQuestioning

UNIT Parts of Speech

LESSON TITLE Defining Possessive Foriii of a Nbun

OBJECTIVES At the conclusion of thiS lesson, the student should be able;
without references; to write a definition of the possessive form
of a noun that is consistent with the lesson presentation:

REFERENCES

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipment

llaterials

STUDENT ACTIVIT

Equipment

Materials

HO: Three Sentences



,tN) PROCEDURES

. Orientation
A. Define pos-.i, ht 1 orL !tS;r-ig :t
B. Write a definit,(--,

11. Development
A. PreSentation

1. Read "Thee Se ences" (1-10)
a. The boot: belonging to the boy is on the table.
b. The bock of the boy is on the table.
e._ The boy's book is on the table.

2. Think about what they are saying
3. DOzill three sentences have the same meaning?
4. Which word in each sentence are exactly alike?
5. Which words are different?_
6. Can one assume that the folloWing are the same?

a. "belonging to the boy"
b. "of the boy"
c. "boy's"

7. If boy 's is [lie possessive form, ho,:,) can it be defined?
B. Application: Individually write a definition °I ,,ossessive form

of a noun

III. Follow-up
A-. Randomly select students to road definitions
B.: Ask for commonalities
C. Ask for differences
D. ConStruct composite definition



LESSON PLAN-Discussion

UNIT
.Writing Position Papers-

LESSON TITLE Delendi4 Positions

OBJECTIVES

REFERENCES

At the conclusion of this lesson; students should be able, when
given a life and death situation; to claufy their values regarding
people and their contributions to life on earth.

Refer to the Project (Specific Skill) on pp. 86-87 for background.

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials



CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

I. Orientation: How do you.; decide who lives or dies?

II. Development
A. Presentation

L Values determine "an" answer
2: We won't find "the" answer
Application
1. Let's discuss our "positions" on "wh(, s .. the plane

crash" (details follow)
Ask for volunici ;s two to three)

3. Tally or keep a record of each person saved
4. Why .-ch person saved or left to perish?
5. Wou !ecision be the same in

a.
b. d?
c. reservation?

II!. Fol3oW=tip
A. What values were used in making the decisions?

THE PLANE CRASH DILEMMA

I. Male, 72, on the verge of disco =ring cure for cancer
2. Female; 21; flying to meet her fiance
3. Ma le;_17;_street gang. leader; IQ of 18O
4. Female, 5i_emotionally withdrawn; has never spoken

Female, l 8, _unmarried ; pregnant
6. Female, husband killed_ in Vietnam;bas two children
7. Male, 42, minister inveyed in civil rights activities
8. Male, 58, alcoholic
9. Male, 17, voted Most Likely_ to Succeed" in senior class

10. Female, 67, husband just died
1 l Male.; 36, ex-convict working in feed store, haS three children
12: Female; 16; high school cheerleader
l3. Female; 29; drug addict, has one child
14. Male; 12; physically handicapped
15. Female; 43; social worker
16. Male; 25; police officer
17. Female; 23; married to a 65-year-old millionaire
18. Female; 35; nurse in Vietnam
19. Male;_6; Orphan
20. Female; 70; lives in old people's home
21. Your best friend
22 . Your worst enemy
23. Male, 28-, movie star
24. Male, 37, high school teacher
25. Male, 39, hijacker
26. Female,21, Commuiist
27. Yourself

. All of these people are on a cra. !ling airplaneonly twelve can be saved.
Whitt- twelve would you save?
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LESSON Session

UNIT Early Civilization

LESSON TITLE Developing a Language-

OBJECTIVES At the conclusion of this lesson, the student should be
when divided into groups of four to six, to

1. State_ three major.problerns of civilization and three solutions t
DeveloP a neW written language to replace our English, language.

3. When provided a copy of the language mbols; prove the effiCiency
of the language by translating a sever iy-five-word paragraph in twenty
minutes.

REFERENCES

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipment

OVerhead projector

Materials

OT: Tools of the Time
GT: Picture This

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials

Paper and pencils
HO: You Have Problems

Q(basic problems)
HO: So You Think P s So

Easy (de-eloping a
language
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CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

I. Orientation (HO: You Have Problems)
A. Did other civilizations struggle as we do?
3. Understand the complications of communication
C. Test effective exchange

II Development
A. Presentation

I. Problems of civilizationS
a. Shelter and safety
b. Food
c: Communication
Solving Problems (OT: Tools of the Time)
a: Tools and weapons
b. Herding and agriculture
c. Language

Verbal
Pictures (pictograms) (OT: Picture This)

Syllables (phonog, ms)
Alphabet (sound

3. .Improvement through .:hange
'a. Within the fotnii.
b. Within the comn. ity
c. CiVilization to ci. ization

:=Trade
Written

Application
1. Objectives (HO: So You Think Its So Easy)

a. Circle three sentences from newspaper
b. From circled sentences

Rewrite one as a pictograph
Rewrite one as phonogr

c. Develop a new language to replace English
d. Write seventy-five words of circled story in new language
ProcedUre
a. ASsemble into groups of four to six
h. Identify leader to facilitate discussion
c. Identify recorder to record and write final sentences,

language, and paragraph
u. Proceed

_HI. Follow-up
A. Summary

is The problems of civilizations
2: One solution to languagedid we really communicate?

"B. Taskis- for students
I List three major problems of humankind and 3 possible said-

! tions within a ten-minute period
!Translate a new language paragraph into English in a twenty-

-
minute period



LESSON PLAN==Setninar

UNIT (Fi-ts-moSt-Subject area

LESSON TITLE Planning a Seminar

OBJECTIVES At the conclusion of this lesson; the student should be abl6,
when asked at random; to--

1: Describe a seminar.
State one reason to conduct a seminar.

3. Describe how to plan a seminar.
4. State a student lesponsibil4.
S. State the lead time needed to plan a seminar.

REFERENCES

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials

HO: f;,:minar Agenda Items
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CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

I. Orientation
A. Objectives

1, Describe the seminar technique
2. List the responsibilities

a. Teacher
b. Student

Tie-inHow we use seminars

II Development
A. Presentation

1. What is a seminar?-------
2. Why have a seminar?

a. Group project
Coordinate efforts
Mutually support each other's efforts

Solve problems
Individual project

Report progress
Report findings
Report conclusions
Share results of project
Solve problems

3. How are seminars conducted?
a. Student-planned

=Schedule
Agenda
-Arrangeinents

b. Student-directed
c. Agenda items (HO: Seminar Agenda Items)

B. Application
1. Conducting a seminar is optional but recommended
2. Decide one week before seminar
3. Responsibilities

a. Schedule
b. Set and duplicate agenda
c. Contact any guests
d. Arrange room

III. Follow-up
A. What is a seminar?
B. Why conduct a seminar?
C. How is it planned?
D. What are student responsibilities?
E. How much lead time is needed?
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LESSON PLAN=Interviewing

UNIT Descri-bing-Catetts

LESSON TITLE Gathering Information

OBJECTIVES At the conclusion of this lesson, the Student should be able to-

1. Select a suitable interviewee;
2. Adequately prepare for the interview.
3. Conduct an informative interview.
4. Prepare a legible and comprehensive report of 20G-500 words and

hand it in on time;

REFERENCES

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials

HO: Characteristics of Careers



CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

I. Orientation
A. Why an interview?

I. Effective source of information
2. Consult experienced persons
3. Consult knowledgeable persons
4. Current

B. Find out about a career related to the subject area

II. Development
A: Presentation

L Prepare questions
a: Information about occupation (HO: Characteristics of

Careers)
General duties
Working conditions
Rewards

Preparation
Personal requirements
Levelsy:ithin occupation

b. - Kinds of questions
=Avoid one -word answers
Use win, and how
Ask specialist to "describe. . ."

Procedures
a: Select interviewee carefully
b: Take list of questions
c. Take notes on answers
d. Prepare 200-500-word report

Include each point under ILA:I:a;
--Be legible
Due one week from today

Application
I. Ask teacher questions about teaching

a. Duties
b. Working conditions
c. Rewards
d. Preparation
e. Personal requirements
f: Levels of employment
Discuss questions
a: Which questions provided most information?
b: How might information be summarized?
c: Select interviewee

III. Follow-up
A. What areas should questions be asked about?
B. What kinds of questions are best?
C. Whom should you interview?
D. What procedures should you follow?
E. Describe our re .ort.
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LESSON PLANRole-Playing

UNIT Interaction Techniques

LESSON TITLE "Bedtime e"

OBJECTIVES At the conclusion of this lesson, the student should be able,
when given the role-playing situation on bedtime discipline, to
State in writing within a 55-minute period five methods of deal=
ing with a "pincrastinating child."

REFERENCES'

TEACHER ACTIVITY

Equipment

Overhead projector

Materials

QT: Role-Playing: What Is It?
OT: Audience Participation
OT: Blank Transparency
OT: Overhead Transparency Pens

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials

HO: Role Descriptions
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CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

I. Orientation
A. Role-playing

I. What is role-playing?
2. Why use it?

a. Experiment with new points of view
b. Discover new interpretations
c. Clarify values and goals

3. We are using it for all reasons
. Rules

I. No one ridiculed
2 May make mistakes; so don't worry
3: No one plays himself/herself

II. Development
A. Presentation

I. The situation
a. Pass out roles (see handout: Role Descriptions)

Father
=Mother
Three-year-old child

2. Cast roles
a. One student for each role
b. Ask for volunteers

3. Brief actors and audience
a. Actors read their role characteristics
b. 'Divine audience into the following "experts"

(OT:i Audience Participation)
Expert listeners

Expert watchers_
Expert empathizers

Expert child consultants
B. Application

1. Begin interaction: speak for parents
a. Experiencingdifficulty getting child to bed
b. Want to handle properly so this won't become an

. = every night occurrence
2. Stop interaction

a. Reverse roles if necessary
b. Allow "experts" to express views

III. Follow-up
A. Class writes five constructive ways of dealing with "balky" child

at bedtime
B. Discuss the five methods
C. Clarify values of methods in order of importance

1.01
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ROLE DESCRIPTIONS

Father

Characteristics:

1; Wants time to unwind from work
/. Wants time to be alone with spouse
3; Needs time to work on a special project
4. May want to enjoy an evening television program
5. Wants to be firm but fair with child

Mother

Characteristics:

1. Needs time away from child
2; Wants to enjoy adult companionship
3: Tired from a full day of mothering
4. Worried about child's needed amount of sleep

Worried this situation will become a habit

Three-year-old child

Characteristics:

1. Afraid of the dark bedroom
2. Hears television, is curious abuut it and about what parents are

doing
3. Tired but too wound up and not ready for sleep
4. Wants someone in the room
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LESSON PLANGaming

UNIT (Any subject matter is suitable)

LESSON TITLE Playing a Football Game

OBJECTIVES At the conclusion of this lesson, students should be able to

1. PrAtice for the game.
2. Play the gaine by:

a. Setting up the game
b. Following game rules
c. Putting game away.

3: Pass the final with a score of 85% or higher.
4: Enjoy: themselves.

REFERENCES

TEACHER- ACTIVITY

EquipPnent

Materials

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Equipment

Materials

G: 1 for each two teamsFootball Game
HO: Football Game Rules
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CONTENT AND PROCEDURES

I. OrientationPurposes
A; Prepare for final on
B. Enjoy thernSelveS

II. DevelDpment (prior to game)
A. Presentation

1. Identify teams
a. Number off in l's, 2's, 3's, and 4's
b. Four to six per team

1. Prepare for game
a. What do teams do before the big game? (practice)
b. What do they practice?

--Rules
Study the subject

3. Game schedule
a. Three practice days
b: Game one day prior to final

Application
I; Gei. teams together
2; Plan practice sessions

III. Development (on game day)
A. Presentation

I. Revier, rules (HO: Football Game Rules)
2. Teacher's role

a. Referee
b.' Timekeeper
c: Spectator
d; Cheerleader

3; End game five minutes before period ends
B. Application

I. Distribute gamesone to each two teams
2. Arrange students

a. Opposing teams facing each other
b. Table between

3. Begin game

IV. F011ow-up
A. End game
B. Determine winners
C. Put games away
D. Final exam
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, FOOTBALL GAME
RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS

The game mat be played by each team on individual boards marked as foot-
ball fields; or the field(s) may be drawn on the chalkboard with a student or the
teacher marking the plays:

1. Teams
At least two teams are needed. Teams with four members each are recom-

mended. Before the game begins, identify the following members of each team:
a: Captain
b. Kickoff return player
e. Punter
d. Field goal kicker
e. Order for answering que,.' ions.

2. To Start
A toss of the coin determines the offensive an4 defensive teams. One team

captain tosses the coin while the other calls it in the air. If the.latter calls it cor-
rectly, his/her team receives. If not, his/h.tr team kicks off.-

3: Kickoff (four-item-listing questions)
To kickoff; the defensive team captain takes the top card from the com-

bined pile of Kickoff and Punt Questions and reads it to the offensive team's
kickoff return player: This player's answer results in one of the following possi-
bilities:

a. If the kickoff return' player provide, ill four answers correctly; there is a
runback of twenty yards beyond his/her team's 20-yard line:

b._If three answers are correct, there is a runback of fifteen yards beyond
the 20-yard line.

c. If two answers ,are correct, thei.,. ;s a runback Of ten yards beyond the
20=yard line.

d. If one answer is correct, t!,.._:re is a runback of five. yards beyond the
20-yard line.

e. If no answer is correct, there is no runback and the ball is placed on the
20-yard line.

4. FirSt Downs (multiple choice or fill-in questions)
Each Down Question is presented to a different member"of the offensive

.team in the ordef decided upon before the game began. Down Questions can be
asked by either the captain or individual team members. For each correct answer;
advance the ball four yards: -

Three Down Questions mast be answered correctly in order to earn a first
down. First _qowns are followed by another series of three questions: When -a
Down Question is missed, the offensive_player draws a Chance Card from a sepa-
rate pile and follows the directions. (These cara contain negative directions or
penalties.) If one or,more Down Questions are missed, the offense must punt to
the defense.
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5. Punts (four-item-listing questions)
The Punt Question is read to the punter. The following possibilities are

available:
a. If all four parts are correctly answered, the ball is advanced forty yards.
b. If three parts are correctly answered, the ball is advanced thirty yards;
c. If two parts are correctly answered, the ball is advanced twenty yards;
d. If one part is correctly answered, the ball is advanced ten yards:
e. If no part is correctly answered, the punt was blocked and the defense re-

covers on the line of scrimmage. After the punt, the defense takes over the ball.

6. "IoudidOwns '
ToUclidowns are triae when the offense advances the ball to or beyond the

__.

goal line. Six (6) points are, awarded for a. touchdown:
i. . . \

\-

7. Extra Points (true alsequestions) .

EZtra Point Ques ons':are_presented to the next team meMber in the estab-
lished order. 'One (I) point iS`aWarded if the correct answer is given. After the
extra point attempt, the offense kicks off to the other team.

8. Field Goals (three-item-listing questionS)
If the offense has advanced the ball to or beyond the ppponent's 30-yard

line, and if one or more Down Questions were missed; a field goal :can be at-
\tempted on fourth down. Questions from the Field Goal pile are used.. All three

answers must be correct to score a field goal; Three (3) points are awarded for a
. successful attempt. If any part of the question is missed, the defense gets the ball

on its 20-yard line. When the offense is successful, The team kicks off to the other'
team;

9; Ending the Game
After ,a predetermintd time or after Down Questions are used, the game

ends.

1't:
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